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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER
PADUCAH, ICY., THURSDAY MORNING, JULY 19, 1906.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
WENT ON THE WARPATH
. Issur,_,‘ Sweeping Orders That No Dclay W.:1 De Broolcd
In Replacing Streets After Work  is Done, Or Per-
mit -Over 6;13164 of Two to Be tYpenerAt Oë
Time---Subordinates Must Carry Out Orders At
Once---Street Flushing Machine Purchased.
At the meeting of the board of pub-
lic worlds yesterday alternoon the
members scented to have on their war
paint and did not mince words on
several occasions. The delay of the
street inspector in carrying out the
orders of the board wees the occasion
for some pointed remarks and the
board made it plain that it would not
again tolerate any one interfering in
carrying out its ordeal_
When the boards attention was
• . called to the Traction company con-
tractors having four blocks of South
• Eighth street torn vp and left in kn
• open conditiost, the liberties of con-
tractors in general on street work
was denounced as an outrage and not
permitted in any city the size a Pa-
ducah. Sweeping orders were. issued
• to all contractors to consider the con-
venience of the public and to replace
streets as fast as the work was done.
There was also manifested a dispo-
iition to require the street contractors
to push the work on Jefferson and the
-cross stree
Dur rig the meeting the board of
public works decided to purchase the
street cleaning machine manufactured
by the Sanitary Flushing Machine
company of St. Louis, Mn. The ap-
paratu. co.ts $T,000 alid the board or-
dered a contract for.that machine to
be drawn up.
The machine is the one sent here
some weeks ago and blb..been worked
upon rhe streets daily. It was pitted
against a similar machne manufac-
'lured by the St. Louis Street Cleaning
Machine company. and vAlich Was
sent hete for test purposes also The
Board was pleased with the sanitary
company's machine more than they
were with that of the street cleaning
concern, therefore ordered it pur-
chased, while the other will be sent
back to St. Louis by the board of
works. whkh agreed if they did not
wirehair it, to bear the expense of
shipment.
Some other St. Louis concern has
informed the hoard of works tflis this
obher concern holds patents otlf sume
parts of the machine sold the board
by likr. Anders but in order to protect
the board of work* the company's
representative here executes a bond
guaranteeing against any patent tights
and also the conditions of tile cors-
trivance. This protects the city -'n
every respect.
There has been before fete board for
several weeks a question regarding
the drainage around Twenty-third and
Twenty-first and jlefferson, and the
bessed was divided on the questOn of
whin should pay for the *term sewer
to relieve that locality. Messrs. Rink-
life and Taylor voted for the work
to be installed at the expense of the
city and Witheina voted for the cost
to be taxed against the adjacent prop-
erty. The city etigneer was ordered
to do the work at the city's expense.
The city engineer was directed to
see that Friedman & Keiler obeyed
the hoard of works' order to
remove the platform they have built





their bilk:ling at Second and Jeffer-
son. The platform is used for load-
ing and unloading goods, but :.tt ex-
tends over and blocks the public side-
walk.
For another time instructions were
issued to Street Inspector Atonzo
Elleitt to compel public street con-
tractors and private 011C 9 also, to re-
move debris and refuse left upon tho
public sidewalk and streets where
there is no albsolute necessity. The
Inspector has been given this order
time and again, but alvitays 'has some
excuse for not carrying i't into exe-
cution, hence it is given 'him again
with poSitive iisstructons to carry out
the order.
Engineer Washington was requested
to make weekly reports of what pro-
1 t9S is being made by the biturthic
Mk other pistil e street contracts, sothat in this manner Ow board of
works can keep in touch with the
speed being accomplished, and take
steps whenever they deem it advisable
to push things forward with greater
haste. The engineer was also drected
to urge the contractors to put more
men to work in executing their im-
provements.
The gas company is laying new
supply mains beneath the street on
Ninth between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue; and orders were given
them to rush ths work forward with
greater speeds as they are not pro-
gressing as fast as desired by the
board, which wants the work finished
ea this block and the thoroughfare
thrown open to the public.
The Central Labor Carnival coin-
Snifter wants to stretch hawsers across
Fourth and Broadway, advertising the
festival to be given the first week in
September, but as there is some ques.
t;on as to whether the public streets
can be used in this manner for ad-
vertising purposes, the proposition
was referred to the city solicitor for
a legal opinion.
Many wagons used to haul dirt
and refuse in the city have end-gates
that are very loose and the drt is
acattered all over the streets. Bad
*aeon beds cause this also, and the
board issued an order requesting the
police commissioners and mayor to
direct the police to procure warrants
against any wagon driver who per-
mits dirt to fall over die highway.
The police cornirriantoners' attention
was again called to the fact that many
peoplir continue piling building ma-
terial on the streets, and also to dig
tip the public highways and fail to
put out lanterns warning the public
of danger in the darkness. The po-
fice were asked to warrant these peo-
ple failing to put out the danger
signals.
The street railway company was
ordered to pin in goad condition
right away Ninth street between
Clark and Tennessee. In building
new track, down Eight street the,
ormipany has taken up the Ninth
street division, but the lighway is left
FORMED HOLY
ALLIANCE
EMPERORS OF GERMANY AND
AUSTRIA WILL COME TO
RUSSIA'S AID.
AGREEMENTS REACHED AT
MEETING SEVERAL DAYS AGO
• JUVENILE COURT LAW CONSTRUED
(Continued on Page Five.)
Restraining Order Is






PROGRAM IS ARRANGED IN
CASE REVOLUTION BREAKS
OUT IN TH'E RUSSIAN
EMPIRE.
Tne Two Powers Will Intervene
With Armed Forces in Poland
If It Becomes Absolutely
Necessary.
Paris, July i8,—The Journal today
says it is in a position to affirm that
in the course of the recent interview
at Schoenbrunn palace, near Vienna,
between the emperor of Austria-
Ilungary and the German emperor
their majesties deliberated on the
means to adopt in case of the out-
break of a revolution in Russia. Em-
peror Nicholas being advised of the
general nature of their deliberation.
It was decided in principle, the
paper says, that Germany and Austria
will intervene in Poland with armed
forces in case the Russian emperor
finds it impossible to maintain the
control of Poland, the three emp.er-
ors thereafter acting in concert for
the maintenance of the status quo of
their respective Pnlish possessions.
The Journal further asserts that
this understanding amounts to a reg-
ular holy alliance between the three
emperors.
Crisis Near,
St. Petersburg, July i$.—The po-
litical barometer is again falling. The
confusion which seems to have taken
possession of the upper spheres
since the efforts to form a coalition
ministry failed, connected with the
a•arming reports in the interior and
the attitude of the parliament, makes
anything possible.
There has been a marked renewal
of apprehension that the crisis may
end in a coup d'etat against parlia-
ment.
The assassination of Vice-Admiral
Chouknin and Gen. Kozlov. the dis-
covery that behind the murder of the
general was a big plot to kill, not
only Gen. repoff, but Prince Putiatin
and other coliNets, 'and the general.
epidemic of lAhisiaation, whkh has
terrorized not only (be local author-
ities ,but even the police, together
with the wilfl destruction of property
by the peasantry in half a dozen pro-
vinces during the last few days, have
again strengthened the small part Of




St. Petersburg, July 18.—Re;orts
of outrages and disor.-!ers iron.' vari-
ous -.:•arts of the em:tre have been
enuring in all day. The revolution-
ists are carrying on a carr.aign of
terror, and the reasants in many
;rovinces are a741ying the torch and
otherwise destroying rro;erty.
In this city the spirit of mutiny
has spread to the polize ''orce .and
:onsiderable excite-ment and alarm
is oc:asioned in conse;isence.
tict—ereit
•
New Viii -Jul-y-11.111i4V"15.`. Glea-
son, one of Thaws 'comae!, appeared
before Justice Blank:al:di in part two of
the supreme court today, and se-
cured writ of poltibition restrain ng
the district attorney ahd the grand
jury from taking arly,evicience as to
the killing of Stanford lAthite. The
Writ is teimporary; also restraining the
district attorney and the grand jury
from issuing any subpoenas in con-
nection with the matter of the killing
of White.
Justice Blancard also issued an or-
der directing the district attorney and
the grand jury to show cause, to.
morrow, why they should not be abi-
aolutely restrained from any further
proceedOnsts in the matter of the kill-
ing of White and against Harry K.
Thaw.
The allegations on which the re-
straining writ was issued allege that
after Thaw told been iihtctili by the
grand jiffy, it is illegal fok the dis-
tret attorney to issue grand jury
subpoenas and to obtain further evi-
dente Tor the ptedieeotion through
witnesses who appear at the district
attorney's office to answer to the
siibpoen a S.
Mr. Gleason served a copy of the
order upon Acting District Attorney
Smith, who said that probably the
district attorney would ask for an ad-
hrurtrment tomorrow when the appli-
cation.i's returnable in the supreme
court.
After her visit to the Tombs pris-
on today Mrs. Harry K. Thaw went
to the office of W. M Olcott, the law-
yer iwito had previously acted as
Thaw's counsel, but who was dismis-
sed a few days ago by 'Thaw.
One report concerning the watch
set upon Thaw was to the effect that
the supposed "trusty," who is said to
he watching the prisoner, is an ex-
pert alienist, who has 'been admitted
to the prison by. direction of District
'Attorney Jerome. 71111 9 report also
riectiares that the purpose of the es-
pionage -titi to ascertain whether or not
Thaw is sane.
V datiata toddy the In/
HOME OF RIMLESS WANTS
THE M'CRACKEN REAL ES-
COMPANY FILED INCOR-
PORATING ARTICLES
Jessie Thompson Filed Suit For Di-
vorce Against Her Husband,
Abe Thompson, Charging
Abandonment.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver will this
morning in the court of Judge Light-
foot tile suts for the Contiental In-
surance company against the follow-
ing partes for the respective SUMS
mentioned, the company claiming
these arnountspoite on notes execut-
ed it 'by dlefeTh, nts: James H. Myles,
$3co, J. E. )errington, $28.8o; Johan-
na Koerner, $33.60; J. W. Walker,
$T 9.20 ; F. P. Simpson, $28.8o; W. H.
Potter, $18.2o; A. J. Earles, $24; J.
W. Th(nnas, $35.29; .1, A. Collier, $24;
and M.0 A. Coley, $24.
The same lawyers will fik suit for
Bonds and Powell against W. W.
English for $92 claimed due on a
note English executed to them Sep-
tember 28, Tops, and which is unpa d.
on strike and refused td do duty
last night another s:uad refused to
t.- reak up a m.eeting, threw closu
their arms and Wleri t hors*. The
strike is the result, it is believed, 01
the work of agitators among the
r-en.
This is is the list of disorders,
7.urders, etc., received here- today:
Warsaw—Gendarrn killed and cen-
tral police office robbed.
bratshatkino, SimItirsk Province—
Three hundred houses, including the
town hall, set o nfire and destroyed.
Rostoff, Province of Yarcislav—
Workman killed a government offi-
cial. Turkish women murdered af-
ter being baptised in Greek church.
Sosnitsa, Province of Sospitsa—
Armenian enginteer stoned tilt. his
cab and then shot. Frank lootetl.\\
Lubin, Russian Poland—Working-
man suspected by revolutionists of
being a spy, kilted. Two Cavilers
employed by the spirit mow). poly,
murdered and robbed.
New Corporation.
The McCracken Real Estate and
Mortgage company filed articles of
incorporation with the county clerk
yesterday, Thomas L Orice, Harry
L. Meyers and Lilliard Sailers being
the incorporators, with espitalizatCon
it $26,000. A general real estate busi-
ness will be transacted. The stock-
holders arc C. L. Van Meter, H. P.
Sigths. Thomas E. Lydon, John Mur-
ray. Harry L. Meyer's. Fred W.
Nagel, George Goodman, Hughes Mc-
Knight, Frank Miantz, Saunders L.
Fowkr. Louis L. Behout, H. M. Chil-
Arens. H. W. Rankin, F.. P. Gilson
George Langstaff, I. B. 'Howell,
Thomas L Crice and B. B. Griffith.
Wants Divorce.
IHessie 'Phompson yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court for divorce
from her .huqband, Abe Thompson, on
the ground that he deserted her Aped
((ontinued on Page Five.)
1N TOWN PAPERS
IS SUREST ROAD TO SUCCESS,
SAYS GOV. FOLK, OF
MISSOURI.
It a Place Is Gecd Enzugh for a
Man tr: Make Money In It Is
Good Enough to Spend It In.
Jefferson City, Mo., July ifi.—Gov.
Joseph W. Folk, in addressing the
retail merchants of Missouri at their
convention here yesterday, spoke
against the mail order business and
favored advertising in the town pa-
ters. He said in part:
"We are proud of our splendid cit-
VOL 23, WO. 66
SOME LIGHT THROWN ON
THE LIGHT PROPOSITION
A Representative Gives a 'maim(' Statement of What
the Contract With the General Electric Company
Meant-L:FriSidefitiliklift Gives His Opinion That
the City Loses From $3,000 to $5,000 By the
Transaction.
President Rinkliff convened the
board of works a half hour earlier
yesterday in order to give the repre-
sentatives of the electrical companies
who had remained in the city an op-
portunity to be heard on the lighting
situation. Several members ot the
general council were present. It
was stated that the board had no fur-
ther authortiy in the matter under
the general council's construction of
the law in regard to the authority of
the board over the light plant but as
a courtesy to the gentlemen they
would be heard.
Mr. Geo. H. Swift of the Machinery
Sales Company took the floor and
read a copy of a communication
that he had addressed to the mayor
and general couticil 'which throws
much light on the subject at issue.
The communication is as follows:
Paducah, Ky., July,o8th, ino6.
To the Mayor and General Counc;1,
City of Paducah, Kentucky.
Gentlemen:—
With further reference to the pro-
posal which we made the Board of
Public Works on the contemplated
addit on to the municipal lighting
plant, else said proposal was in ac-
cordance with the specifications fur-
nished os by the Board of Public
Works; and as such is the lowest and
best legitimate bid received by the
Board of Pdblic Works, complying
wth the said specifications. We were
not informed of the fact that any-
thing other than a proposal of the
equipment described in the specifica-
tions would be considered. The cur-
rent consumed by the Magnitite lamp
is no different than current used by
any °She 4 ampere staardaed ,,syst ern
of d'rect current lighting; therefore,
consequently can be generated by
any standard direct constant current
dynamo. This being the case there is
no valid reason why the Cty of Pa-
ducah should not have invited compe-
tition ,on said dynamos. We can
show where Ityreamos other than the
General Electric Companies' tare be-
ing used to successfully operate the
Magnitite lamp, mantrfacttued by the
General Elect r r Company. The put-
chase of which is now under con-
sideration, while we are in position
to furnish the dynamos to operate
the Magnitite lamp, we feel however,
that Or city would obtain better
results and have a far more sarisrac-
tory plant, were the specificaCons
followed in the matter of installing
engine, boiler, pump, heater and all
appurtenances as covered by our
proposal. We offer the fallowing
reasons, We 'have been reliably in-
formed that your present 'boilers are
rapidly deterioating; that the insur-
ance company insisting them have
already cut down the pressure per-
missable. to 115 pounds per square
inch; with the possibility of further
reduction at each internal inspection,
or an early condemnation. The boiler
capacity is already inadequate so
much so that svtien t is necessary to
wash out a boiler, your city is in
darkness; and that it is absolutely
necessary that reserve boiler capacity
be poividied at any- early ebte. Re-
garding the engine having a capacity
to operate 300 Magnitite arc lamps,
as guaranteed in the proposal as
made by the General EleccfC com-
pany, we offer the following that the
maximum capacity of a new engine of
the same size as your present engine
is 250 H. P. °welting at Too R. P.
M. and moo lbs.. initial steam pressure
The minimum ind cated H. P. requir-
ed to operate the lamps in accordance
with current consumption as guaran-
*teed by- the General Electric com-
pany proposal, is 290 indicated. H. P.
Taking for example Too indicated H.
P.. when this power is del veredi to
the main driving belt, owing to the
mechanical losses, it is reduced to oo
H. P. After delivering it through
the main driving belt, counter shaft,
and dynamo belt the further meehats-
'eel kissed have redticed it to 76$
H. P. In changing it from engine
pull to electric energy, the 761A H.
P. is further reduced to 68 8-to V.
I P. by losses in the dynamo In trans-
mitting this energy from dynamo to
lamp. the pole line losses further re-
duce it to 55 H. P.; and this energy
is now available for operation of heti):
(Continued on Page Two.)
Electrical Man Negotiating to
GiFe City Guarantees On Contract
HE COMMUNICATED WITH HIS HOUSE YESTERDAY BUT UP
UNTIL LAST NIGHT HAD NOT BEEN GIVEN AUTHORITY
TO ACT—SEVERAL OFFICIA LS WANT THE ELECTRICAL
MEN TO EXPLAIN DIFFERENT POINTS TO THEM BEFORE
OFFICIALLY RATIFYING THE CONTRACT.
The contract awarded the General,
Electric company, of Schenectady,
New York, has not yet been drawn
up and signed by that concern's rep-
resentative now here and Mayor
Yeiser, because the elecgrical man
has not yet succeeded in rceiving au-
thority from headquarters to make
certain guarantees in writing in the
contract.
In order to safeguard the city, the
public officials yesterday urged upon
the electrical man the necessity of
his firm entering Into an iron-clad
-ies, and we -want them to increase m
iiealth and population, and we also
iint our country towns to grow.
o e wish the city merchants to build
up .and we also desire the country
merchants to prosper. I do not be-
lieve in the mail order citizen. If a
place is good enough for a man to
live in and to make his money in.
it is good enough for him.to spend
his money.
"No merchant can succeeed with-
out adverting in one way or anoth-
er. Patronize your town papers,
build them up, and they will build
the town up and build you up in
increased trade and greater oppor-
tunities. Do not he afraid that busi-
ness is going to be hurt by the re-
cent exposures of wrongdoing in the
commercial world. No man who is
doing an honest business can be in-
jured by the light. All businesss
will be. better for the cleansing pro-
cess it is going through and for the
,stamping out of evils.
writing, guaranteeing that the Padu-
cah lighting plant will give the ser-
vice the representative claims when
his machinery is installed, while oth-
er matters are up for consideration,
before the matter is finally closed up.
The representative communicated
with his bowie yesterday, hut up until
late last night had not received the
authority to do what the Paducah
officials desire.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said this
city's interests had to be protected,
and negotiations were on !Poking to-
ward certain provisions being insert-
ed. in the contract. The legislative
boards directed him to sign the con-
tract, but he said yesterday that this
would not .,be done, and his demeanor
indicated he would see that protect-
ive guarantee clauses would be in-
serted before the deal is finally
wound up
A number of the legislative mem-
bers yesterday expressed themselves
as not being pleased at all in the
manner things were conducted at the
committee of the whole meeting on
Tuesday night. Several of them said
that it seemed to be the determina-
tion of Chairman Palmer of the light
committee that the dAerent electric-
al men here should not be allowed to
address the body and explain to
them different matters connected
with the deal, and that the commit-
tee seemed so earnest about mak-
ing a good contract that they went
ahead and ratified it, but that this
confirmation was not official, being 
in committee, and that probabilities
were a hard time would be had in
ketting legal and o:cial ratification,
as yesterday the different electrical
men called upon several legislative
officials and 'laid before them explan-
ations and information that opened
their eyes regarding the deal.
A number of the officials expressed
themselves as being more than will-
ing to let the electr:cal men be heard,
as they think a little light on the
subject would not hurt, and should
not be objected to by Palmer if
nothing can be brought out detrimen-
tal to the committee report.
If the electrical man getting the
work gets consent of his company to
make the guarantees to be exacted,
the contract comes up before the al-
dermen this evening for ratification.
The respective electrical men are
still in the city, and will probably
he at the aldermanic meeting to-
* 






ALL-BUT-JOE SILT S  nroT AS-
SESSMENTS OF $so
- EACH.
Jeweler Joe Petter -Held to the
Grand Jury for Suffering Gamb-
ling—Loafers Must
go to Work.
As the result of the raid upon the
crap game at Joe Petter's jewelry
store em- S
$4.340.00, making it possible for the
city of Paducah to purchase the con-
templated lamps and dynamos feir
th er, 0, $9,3,30.00, thereby effecting
ns 
vdt:pa"yersc7.00 to ri yethoours ciuhti-ii
, no. son why the General Electic
company refuse to have their
-Mlagnitite tamps _installed _with the
dynarnios such as we contemplate
furnishing; as they have been only
too glad to do this in other eties
where the purchase of a smaller num-
ber of lamps has been made. You
have proposal from us on the equip-
ment as an entirety, in accondlance
with the specificatons, for the 9trin of
$rs000.00. We agree to allow for
the old dynamo and lamps, the sum
of $1,.000.00; and will make you a
further reduction of $3,000.00 by elimi-
inafug the 200 Western arc lamps,
as covered in Our proposal, making a
not bid of Str000.00, giving you a
Petter was yesterday morning in the
poi:cc court held to the grand'jury
in $2oo bond for suffering gaming on
his place, while ten of the crap shoot-
ers were fined $20 and costs each for
participating in the game. Petter
executed bond for his appearance be-
fore the grand jury, .while those fined
were Will Wright, Harry Williams,
Harry Jones, Thomas Morris, Duke
Williams, Virgil Holcomb, Steve
Gum, Charles Dixon, Aaron Vv'il-
hams and Van Mitchell. Joe Sills,
one of the participants, was dis-
missed.
George Stubblefield colored, was
dismissed of the charge of assaulting
Minnie Wilkins, negress, at the
point of a gun in Stubblefield's home
where the woman cooked.
Henry Miller was dismissed of the
disorderly conduct charge, while Lou
Chambers was fined $20 and costs
They are colored.
The disorderly conduct charge
against Matt Miller, colored, was
continued until tomorrow.
Until next Monday was there con-
tinued the breach of the peace charge
against George Overstreet and But-
ler Fondeau.
Frank Carter vvasc fined $to for
striking Will Holman during a fight.
Wood Jones, Rufe Bronson and
Jim Bush were tip for loafing and
the judge let them go. provided they
would go to work by this morning.
or get out of town. If they do not
he will send them to jail.
Some Light Thrown On
The Light Proposition
(Continued From First Page.)
d changing the energy to light,
there is a further loss reducing it
to 52 H. F., due to the operating
tomes in lamp. In as much as r50.
'H. P. is required at this latter point
to operate joo lamps, as you Fontern-
plate installing, it means a produc-
tion of the engine should he 290
P. The above figures contemplate
perfeet Conditions:. secured only in
new pole line in4llation. and such
conditions can onlye expeeted in a h-
isence of grounds in the circuits of
plants. tinder the most favoable con-
difons: that it is possible to obtain.
These figures arc conservative Ad
will be stkestantiated by any electric
mechanical engineer of sIdireify in-
telligence; ands }sfplatevati• fir 411.4464-
dit on, existing in your own plant.
presat elikik has tbeio, in tone
tinitous service for approximatels
thirteen years, and when installedu
was. beyond &Alai the • ilsesrt .tbar
could .be ubtained at that, .tinte..- it
has suffered wear and depredation,
(rncident thereto. 'has had the cylinder
• re-bored and cylindirr walls are con-
sequently weaektried. sr, It is no
longer available for steam pressure re-
quired by the contensplated installa-
tion. Its wear and depreciation has
also weakened the engine in othor
parts: and we consider the installa-
t•on of a new engine adapted for
high steam pressure, absolutely
necessary for the satisfactory. and
isersnornical oneration of ene:. 21-1-•
We have absolute proof from parties
Who have purchased this same
nitite lamp, that, they have bought
them since the first of this present
year for $2c.00 each, from the Gen-
eral Electric company; and as you
contemplate the purchase Of 200
MlggniOte lemPs _aL
an expenditure of $5,tx10.00. We, in Secretary Wilheim read from theour original proposal, offered you the. •cioffial minutes of the board of pub-Wkstern Electric company's direct.
lie works a copy of the report dic-constant current arc dynamos: and
would the only too glad to sell you tated by Alderman Palmer May 22,
1906 in which the mint light com-the necessary dynamos to operate
300 Magnitite lamps, for the mug of rnittee and board of public works
pnanimously recommended to the
general council that an entire new
plant be installed, which was adopt-
ed by the general council, lie also
read the minutes of May 2R, 1906.
wherein Mr. John W. Holmes was
employed to prepare plans and speci-
fications for an entire new plant.
Mr. Wilhelm then addressed the
meeting by saying that he did not
understand how it was that an ex-
perienced man had been employed by
the city to look after its interests,
yet the committee had absolutely ig
mired Engineer Holme,s and refused
to refer the bids to him for investi-
gation, and why a bid directly at
var'ance with 'everything that had
been passed upon heretofore had
been adopted by the committee.
Alderman Mille.. who was present
made a few rema4s and the board
'of works then went into regular ses-
sion.
mg of all appurtenances as covered
by your specification and our pro-
posal less the above mentioned arc
lamp. We are will ng to give you
the 300 light capacity dynamos, to-
gether with all other appurtenances
as set forth in our proposal, less the
200 arc lamps, for the sum of $ii,-
000.00. and as you should buy the
zoo Magnitite lamps for $5,000.00.
Under this arrangement, a complete
new equipment should be purchased
by the City of Padlicah for She sum
of $16.000.00 at an advance of $4,460.00
over the General Electric company•s
poposal for lamps •anctsdynamos only.
We are prepared to make a contract
as per our original proposal. w th the
changes as stated herein; and agree
to give the city an acceptable bond
for the full amount of the contract;
as a guarantee that we will enter into
contract with you. if ',arise is awarded
to tkq. our ceetifed check of $1.750.00
is still in your possession. We fur-
ther guarantee that if you Should
contract with us as per one original
proposal, we will install dynamos and
arc. lamps on approval, and permit
you to operate them for a period of
go days before any payment shall
become due on -4'd dynamo, and arc
lamps; if at .the end of go days the
lamps have proven not to have ful-
filled our guarantee. the city shall
be exempt from accept•ng same if
absolute proof of such failure is giv-
en. We further agree to get guar-
antees from the manufacturers of the
equipment. guaranteeing to replace
any and all parts ghat may prove de-
fective from electrical mechanical or
.rsherent defects, for a period of one'
year.
Respectfully submitted.
"PRE MACHINERY SALES CO.
Geo. H. Swift ,Gen. Mgr.
Witnesses, E. B. Amale, Leonard J.
Deremo.
After Mr. Swift had concluded, Mr.
Amale, the agent of the company
that furnished the engine now in use
at the city's light plant, and stated
that the engine when new could not
furnish the power reniired by 300
"Magnetite" lamps, yet the owners of
that. lamp represented to the city
that the engine, now thirteen years
old could furnsh the power. Mr.
Amale stated that the present eng-
ine could ran 200 lamps but when the
number was increased the city would
have to buy a new engine and boiler.
Attorney Hal S. CoObett, represent-
ing nalbey and Katterjohn, of this
'ti*, who I:id on the work, ad-
ifressa the meeting, and stated that
neisher his client nor the other bid-
ders had been treated fairly in the
matter, that they had been requested
to bid on certain spitifications and
that the committee had adopted
.-omething entirely different. He also
pointed out that there was a legal
question involved hut would not
touch on it at this time.
President Rinkliff spoke out. from
the shoulder and said. that all he was
interested in was to see the city stei-
n good- plant for its money, but that
he was sa:isfied that the committee
had shown no consideration for En-
gineer Holmes, an expert engin('
whom the city had employed to
protect its interests in the st:ection
of the machinery, and further that
the representatives of the other
companies had not been treated fair-
ly. President Rinkliff gave it as his
opinion that by the action taken by
the committee the city is likely to
HENDERSON HAS
LEFT HOSPITAL
ABOUT RECOVERED FROM IN-
JURIES CAUSED BY CAR
STRIKING HIM.
ardliddlIP••••••
Attorney L. K. Taylor Will go to
Fayetteville, Term., on Leaving
Louisville Infirmary—
Other Ailing.
. John Henderson thas 'been dismiss-
ed from the railroad hospital and
fully recovered from the injuriys re-
ce'ved one month since in the Illi-
nois Central year-as here.
He was walking through the yards
struck by a string of freight cars.
The whole side of his face was
crushed in and painful injuries caused.
Lawyer Recovering.
Attorney L. K. Taylor will he able
to leave the infrmay some-
time next week, when he then goes
to his former home in Fayetteville,
Tem, to spend seveal weeks before
retuning here. The doctor ampu-
tated his afflicted limb near the thigh
and he is recovering so rapidly the
surgeons have already told thin he
could leave next week.
Still in Hospital.
• William Sines is still confined at
Riveneide hospital in his private wand
but can hobble a I ttle on crutches.
lie will be sufficiently recovered with-
inioa week or two to be sent home.
Sines is the ice wagon attache of
the G. WI Robertson concern "whose
vehicle wag struck 'by the street car
at Third and Jlackson streets some
weeks ago ancFhe fill from the wagon
right in front of„the ear which passed
over and mangled his foot in such a
Incittner that amputation was neces-
sary.
Suffered ChM.
Contractor George Katterjohn was
not doing so well yesterday at River-
side hospital. where he has been con-
fined several weeks as result of the
operation f. ,r appendicitiA. lie suf-
fered a chill Tuesday and this ren-
dered hilm flute ill for a time
Baths Doing Good.
Cty Solicitor James Campbell. Jr..
writes from Martinsville. Ind.. that
the baths there are effecting much
good for benefit of his rheumatism.
He has not yet decided how long he
will remain there.
GRABBED HIS COLLAR.
A Year Ago To Save His Life and
Now She Gives Him Her Hand.
Exactly one year ago xesterdav
Charles Lustig. a painter. of 157 Chis-
telpher street. Brownsville. fell front a
scaffold while at work On a house in
Brookly. He not only fell from the
scaffold. hut hie fell in love.
When the rope broke t let him
down feet foremost and face to the
wall. As he shot past the second
story window he managed to grab
the sill and hang there for an instant.
Just inside the window sat Annie Pot-
ter, a seamstress. of 120 Boerum
street, Brooklyn. She gave a scream
as Lustig dropped by the window, but
svhen she Saw he had hold of the sill
she jumped to his rescue entirely
*seedless of the gfroen paint that was
drippig from above in showers and
ruining her new spr.ng deless. She
grabbed the painter by tfbe collar and
Itrith42 mighty heave helped him climb
throuipgh the window to safety.
Lustig was too much unnerved at
first to notice anything. But after 1.
bit he was attracted tw- her soft brown
eyes tihat looked at him so con-Ions- berg. Pa.
sic:privately. Then he niortioed the new
dress spoiled by the green paint.
"Ill buy you a new dress," said
Charics, gratefully.
"Ne n, replied Annie. "My
tnioallier told me never to take things
from strange men."
"But I won't be strange," said Leis-
rig "You_sased_my life., and-.a_
dress is a small price to pay.
Finally Annie consented, and Lus-
tig got the dress. But first lie had:
to call many times to see what kind
would be most 'acceptable. After it
was brought he went to see how it
fitted, and then he kept going anyway.
The couple decided' that there would
be no way of celebrating the anniver-
ary of their 'meeting so appropiate as
to get married So yesterday th'iy
started out to look for some one to
tie the knot. Annie reads the papers
discriminatingly. She knew just
where to go, and the Couple went to
-Miteket-
Sergeant Post where .they could find
the duke who married so many people
and gave them Maltese cats and gold
wedding rings. •
"You mean Joe Levy, the duke of
Essex street," said the seargeant, and
he piloted them across to the duke's
office.
The duke met the couple with his
marrying mile.
"Fin sorry, but I am all out of both
cats and rings," said he. "The best I
can sib for you today is to give you a
baby carriage.
: Annie blushed and quoted part of
a current expression.
"All right," sad the duke, "you can
get the baby carriage later."
Then be got down to business and
made out the triplicate papers. The
two signed the contract, and the duke
said very solemnly:
"I pronunce you man and wife."
The couple stood hand in hand, too
happy to speaki.
"Kiss her," said the duke.
Lustig blushed and looked awk-
wardly at the reporters, but made
no move to obey.
"Kiss her," thundered Levy; "it is
the duke who married so many people
shyly the couple kissed each other.
Then Annie sat down and looked
happy, while Charles dug into his
pockets for the fee.—New York Sun.
BALDWIN PIANO
THE OLD SONGS.
Where are the songs of yesterday?
"McGinty," where is he?
Those "Comrades" that so st adfast
were
Have stilled their melody.
"Two Little Girls in Blur," my!
The moss is on their tomb,
nd silent as a mummPs grave
Is "Nflother, Bring the Broom."
though the
songs.
Fade swfth and pass away,
One, lingering like a faithful friend,
Grows fresher every day. —
Everybody %kirks it all the time,
Singing around with zeal—
"Everybody works bat FatlIer"—
Oh, how worn out it must feel!
--From the Fialtiamr.- Sun.
song:. the dear old
ed••••••••••••••••••••11111•111.1111.•ffinsor
loved to hear the oh! songs On,
"My Deane" singing sweet:,
Tbe Florodesra chorus fades,
"Sweet Alice" seeks retreat.
*Neath "The Old Apple Tree,"
they've laid
"Sweet Dreamland Faces" by—
The yesteryean the song's Were fresh
That now are worn and cle;:!
Itut
INHERITS Sao,000; Exir
Kansas City Railroad Me- Drops
Dead When He ReL !s
Sister's Letter.
Kama, City, Jii7y 14 —While
opening a letter from 11,4 sister
*tibia contained the infortnaitem that
Ile had fallen heir to $20.0(0 W. R.
.Tohnson, a switchman 40 years old,
died tot* • frOm the rupture of an
artery near his heart. The letter was
(rem Mrs. W. J. Hammer in Greens-
Mattil, Efingera., Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
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MIX.liCatil REAL fr.S.:7 (1'  • WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM'L !LAZA
MONTHLY PA VIVIEN ;..OTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL TATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ..IST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND IROP . r.
16.•••••• •
LOG' 44W. WAIYTICOU.PICII:. Ovitduagab, ate
Scientifically Constructed and
;T....of the High( Excellence....
,•••dld••••••Millr•
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cuitured Class and
Vs I "Leader" for the dealer.
L DW1N & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY j_ 
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A dividend of 2'1 per vent, wasL•declared out of the net
earnings of the past si . months and credit:d to the stockhold-
ers entitled to same, pa!" able en (:!mand.






Saves 25 per cent-.tot the Operator's






241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.






Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd ana trionrof!




,SIXT11 STREET AN ICE CREAM
TORN UP ENTERTAINMENT
STREET CAR TRACK TAKEN TRIMBLE STREET
UP AND BLOCK BEING
GRADED.
The Bitu:it!..i: People Start Spread-
ing Tneir Con-position Yester-
day at Fourth and Ken-
tu: ky.
• ' The bitulithic people have corn-
dirt from Sixth street between
bruadway and Kentucky avenue, pre-
paratory to reconstructing that thor-
oughfare. Along with the bitulithic




The W. C. T. U. Considers Medical
Temperance This Afternoon— ,
Rev. Cave Getting Better.
The Ladies of the Home Mission
Society for the Trimble street Meth-
odist church will .give their ice
soc.:.1 tlie Liao ch in on
Twelfth and Trimble streets this
evening. It was intended to give it
last week, but the inclemency of the
Nvather prevented. Quite a nice time
; been arrancr d for, The
be furnished by Jackson's bandbeen completed. 
As the composition
which has torn up the old rails and
y ties on that block ,is now engaged
putting down the new ties and
tracks. They have to do this now
so the work will be done when the
bitulithic people get things ready to
• spread the composition. The im-
provement ordinances prescribe that
the street car people shall put new
tracks and ties down before the bitu-
lithic goes down.
The bitulithic people yesterday
morning commented spreading the
composition at Fourth and Kentucky
avenue and are now going out the
avenue with this work as rapidly as
.-possible, all the preliminaries having
• is deposited the huge street rollers
pass back and forth over it to press
it compactly on the ground.
Mr. Warren, one of th... main own-
ers of if.e bitulithic patents is hers
from Boston looking after the im-
provement.
• Newspaper Heroes.
The story of the work of the San
Francisco newspaper man on the
never-to-be-forgotten day. April
and the terrible days that followed.
is replete with thrilling incident., in-
describable scenes, heroic deeds, hair-
beeacteh (escapes surnsotinting of ap-
parently insurmountable obstacles,
and fidelity to duty. When certain
newspapers all over thebcountry were
publishing wildly sensational ac-
counts of the destruction of San
Francisco, and irresponsible corre-
spondent. were sending out the most
incredible stories of ghastly horrors,
was the San Francisco staff of the
Associated Press wbach gave the
wortd the first sane, connected, and
truthful account.. of the great disas-
ter. Working among scenes of inde-
scribal:4e terror, excitement and con-
fusion, the men of the press darted
in and out of burning buildings,
through lanes of fire, under tottering
walls, over piles of brick and stone
still hot, throug47 de br is-strewn
streets and tangled networks of wires
and in nights of Stygian blackness,
in imminent danger of being shot by
reckless soldiers and gliards—investi-
sating and gathering the news.
Seldom, if ever, in the annals of
newspaperdom was a man confronted
with the situation that confronted
I awl Cowles general superintendent
of the western division of the Asso-
ciated Press, on that memorable
morning. His own wires gone; the
telephone and two great telegraph
systems destroyed; driven out again
and again by the fire; with the great
dailies which furnished the local of-.
(ice of the Associaeted Press with
city's news obliterated; cut off from
the outside world, yet recognizing
nomooritte necessity of immvliately getting
accurate 'reports out this press-gen-
eral and his staff of correspondence
and operators not only covered the
entire city independently, and in the
4 first twenty-four hours sent out 21,-
300 words, but within forty-eight
hours accomplished the unprecedent-
ed feat of furnishing the local papers,
which began publishing in Oakland,
with the detailed news of the strick-
en city.
The Ozark Hotel.
At Creal Springs, ills., will make
$
o
a' rate of $10 per week for the bal-
.ance of the season; The I. C. rail-
road will give reduced rates. The






Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlinitted ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, [AIM
of five or over $1.5o each, without
• weals; IP• .00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo
further particulars see
8. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent




W. C. T. U. Today.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will meet
in regular session this afternoon at
4 o'clock in the lecture room of the
l'irst Baptist church.
The exercises will be devoted to
the department of medical tempe-
rance of which Mrs. Emma Byrd is
the local superintendent This de-
partment of the organization has
done a grat deal in obtaining and
giving to the public the results of
the latest and most auth-ntic results
of scientific research, in regard to
Wye value of alcohol as a medical
remedy.
All persons interested in learning
the truth in regard to this very im-
portant matter, are most cordially in-
vited to attend the meeting tomorrow
afternoon.
Minister Better.
Rev. W. E. Cave continues recov-
ering from his severe week's spell of
illness, and may be well enough to
resume preaching next Sunday at
his church.
Church Social
This evening -the Christian En-
deavor of the Cumberland Presbyter-
ian church will give a social at the
chinch lecture room.
Rarrsey Society.
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist church will meet at
the church this afternoon in called
session, and the attendance of all
members is urgently re;uested.
NI:s Pre, r
The following program will be
rendered at the Christian Endeavor










Vocal Like to Hear
That Song Again,—Miss Loraine
Graham.
Address—Rev. S. H. Eshman.
Reading--(selectedI—Miss Eliza-
beth Graham'.
Piano detst—"Grand Operatic Fan-
tasie"—Misses Katherine and Bessie
I 1 ovenden.
Deccrate Church.
Artist H. H. Nneyers yesterday be-
gan erecting the scaffolding inside
the St. Francis de Saks church for
the purpose o: frescoing the interior
of the handsome edifice. Many beau-
tiful designs will be painted upon the
walls and ceiling, at a cost of about
St,soo, while new stations costing $750
will be :nstalled, the color hue util-
ized will be olive, and the inside of
the church is being put in first-class
condition ,commemorative of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of Rev.
Father Jansen's faithful charge of
the congregation. After the work, is
:- nished the anniversary will be elab-
orately celebrated by the congrega-
tion.
Today's Program.
Program of W. C. T. U. meeting
at 4 o'clock this afternoon at the First
FINE BOY BABY AT NOME OF
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS P.
HEAD.
Shcttly Afte: Ar:ival of t1.-.e Hei:,
Father Gets Wotd of Appoint-
'rent to Prison Cletkshic.
There were two sources for re-
joicing yesterday at the residence of
Hon. Louis P. Head, the representa-
tive from this city and county in the
state legislature. Yesterday morning
at his residence, 1903 Broad .street,
the stork appeared and brought 'a fine
healthy boy baby. Both mother and
n are doing The father siii.ry
recover.
In the afternoon Mr. Head receiv-
ed a message informing him that he
had been selected clerk of the branch
penitentiary at Eddyville, Ky., at a
nice salary. He nailed this appoint-
ment down some time ago and was
daily awaiting a report from the pris-
on commissioners' meeting, which
was held yesterday in Frankfort.
Mr. Head will go to Eddyville the
first of next month to assume the
euties of his position, which - is
:- ttite an important one, as he is in
charge of the office work for the
penitentiary.
He is a very bright and capable
young man whose friends congratu-
late him upon the appointment.
Mr. Head will continue a resident
of Paducah, though most of his time
will be spent at Eddyville.
cal Temperance.
An extract from the address of
Pres. Wardwell, at the laying of the
corner stone of the Red Cross Hos-
pital in Central Par14 New York, city.
will be read by Mrs. Julia Miles.
A 1st of "Home Remedies Without
Alcohol," from the truagaz ne Ameri-
can Motherhood, will be given by
Mrs. Peal Marvell.
Excurs'on Rates Via. tie soutnern
Railway from Louisville.
•
St. Paul, Minn—$21.5o, July 23, 24.
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August to,
ii and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 3oth on payment of so cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.--$T5.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Honaeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., rot last
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. R. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
CHAMPION RACE SUICIDE
Iowa Bachelors and Old Maids Chat-
lenge Roosevelt to a Debate.
Des Moines, loa a, July
bachelors and old maids, who will
hold convention at Forest City July
25 for the purpose of placing a state
ticket in the field, have sent a letter
to President Roosevelt inviting him
to be present and ohallenging him to
debate on the' race suicide questioon,
taking the afirmative of "Resolved
that' too few births constitute rac:-.
suicide."
Clinton Merrick, temporary chair
man, would elect to champion the
cause that too many b:rths result in




Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserva
ikon—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
29th, 1906, limit August 15th, 1906.
Rottnd trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chau-
tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
14,0,Lunsi trip r-qo $5 70, limit vire d.y,
from date of sale. Round trip rat,:
$4.75- /
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
30th and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
1906, by depositing ticket and paying
fee of 50 cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Nlational Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August 1st, 1906, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate $9.35.
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:5o a. m., Sunday, Jruly
29th, 1906, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, leaving Louis-
ville coo p. m., July 31St, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 510 Broadway, Sat-
urday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, July 29th
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
National Encampment Grand Army
I the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
ust nth, lath and 13th, 1906, return
limit August 31st, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of 50 cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Dates of sale August 2nd,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. to; August 9th, 1906, re-
turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August
16th 'goo return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.—
;17.o5. Dates of sale—trains No. li22
and No. 102 July 27th and No. 104
July 28;h, 1906. return limit August
8th, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102
August 8th and No. 104 August 9th,
1006, return limit August 20th.
Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
n d No. 104 August 25th, 1906, return
limit September 6th, 1936.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25. 26, and 27th
too6 limit August 8th, tgo6. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, 1906. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway,





or on ear k•itsd frrrier, until you have received our complete Pres Cate-
Imprint illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and lowgrs.i.
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable Lott
pumas and wonderful now offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middtemenrs profits.
IMF NSW ON APPROVAL rvIrhotil a real kparii, Pay the Freight int
allow 10 Days Prise Trial and make other liberal terms which D oih,i
house in the world will do. You will iearn everything and get much raw
able information by simply writing us • postal •
HopWe need • " Agin, in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
T IS ALL IT WILL COST YOUto write for our big FREE BICYCLE catalogue•showing the most complete line cf high-grade
BICYCLES, TIRES and SUNDRIES at Platilre
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
0
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
$8. I 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L V
Re lar Prieto $ SA.11:10
*8.50 per pair. .80  --w PER ?s,7
To Introduce
We Will 8011 NAILS, TACKS
OR GLASSYou a Sample WON'T UT
Pair for Only OUT THE AIR
(CAnit WITH ORDEN 84.55)
1.0bE-1nuutsCt -rffers-PUNCTUREIL
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CA
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. 
Nellie. ths thick rubber tread
.`A" and puncture strips "H"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and ..0," also rim .trip .'1I'
be vulcanized like any other tire. to prevent rim cutting. Thla
tiro will mithist any otiose
Two Hundred Thousand pairs arm in actual use. Ovw make—SOFT, IS,LASTIC nod
Seventy-five Thousand pairs sold last year. EASY R NIDIG. 1
RIPTIONI Mode in all sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
ttwflfrpecial quality of rubber, wusch never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice ins whole season. They gb no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several lame this,ppecians
prepared fabrk on the tread. That "Holding Sack" sensation commonly felt *Bra






eminent Dr. W. F. Waugh, of Chi- squeezed out between the 
tire and the road tilos overcoming all suction.
tires is p.m, per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • s9eclal t5çfprice to the rider
casco, entitled "Alcohol Not Needed (Amoy $o peepair. All orders shipped sante day letter is receiVed. We • p .D. on approval
in Mledicine," will be rt-ad by Mrs. 
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as rer.leseated.
We will allows crash discount of 3 per cent (thereby making the price e4.15 per pair) if you send
Emma Byrd'. • rum. CASH WITH ORDEI: and enclose this advertisement. We will also sen
d one nickel
plated brass hand pump and t -so Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
A most cordial invitation is ex- puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tim to be returned
tended to all who desire to be better at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactor
y on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to u• is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
nformed along these lines. Banker, or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. Lf you order • pair of
these tires, you will find that -they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
finer than any tire you have ever used or wen at any price. We know that you will be so well pieased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-up-whools, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, an
OCIMISTER. BRA KC% everythitag in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thamianaP
prism charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING aDo NOT WAIT
bicycle or • pair ot tires from anyone until you know the new
vrondertid offers we are making. It only coats • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
Ice Cream Supper.
This evening the ladies of the
Home Mission society of the Trim-
ble street Methodist church, will give
their ice cream social upon the
church lawn at Twelfth and Trimble
streets. Everybody invited. NEU CYCLE COMPANY,' kiito"JL" CHICAGO. ILL
First-Class
Watch Work





Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line 041
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.,
etc., various grada and varriaiiirliffait.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
dD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South F-urth St., 325 Kentucky Aroma.
•
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from $to to $zoo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for saleare 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $1.00, $2.00, $3-00.
$4.00, $5.o0. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mraceila Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zone,.
phone.. I have 5oo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. nn.. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or lonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
forget it. 606 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAp -
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. — •
tatt======
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
12c per roll.
Paper usually sold at Toe we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
M2======
..•
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:AMES E. WILHELM. President.
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the mattes to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
The topic of general conversation
throughout the city yesterday, was
the acton of the committee of the
whole of the general council, and the
application of the gag rule by certain
members.
The people do not seem to under-
stand the matter, and what they say
is not very creditable to the ring-
leaders. Mluch criticism is being in-
dulged in about the other members
of the general council not demanding
that all bdclers being given a fair
show. 'The cheap howl of the men
who are attempting to fasten the con-
tract on the city, that politics is in
it, does not catch the people at all.
And predictions are being freely made
that the public will hear something
droii. So far as The Register is con-
cerned it Is an interested' spectator,
and sviH await developments, for we
never saw_a man or set of men who
undertook to dominate a body, 'that
did not in due time be shown up in
their true characters and go to private
life with no regrets on the part of
the public.
Judging horn the action of the
board of public works yesterday in
regard to the manner in which con-
tractors are doing work on •
streets of Paducah the public may
expect some radical reforms along
that line. Paducah is no longer a
country town, and it seems to be a
hard matter to convince the con-
tractor that in doing their work they
' must he more considerate of the con-
venience of the public. Every man
from the plumber up to the , street
builder Fe CMS to think that when he
obtains a permit to open a street
that he can take his own sweet time
in putting, it is use for traffic
again, and as a cos sequence the peo-
ple are put to all Manner of annoy-
ance and. inconvenience. There can
be no olnections whatever 'to a-con-
tractor having reasonable time to ex-
. create and replace a street, hart
when it conies to opening up a *ail
a mile at one time, or not putting
the street back in proper condition
immediately after the work is done.
is out of, the question. Reform in
, street work is needed and the board
of public workir ii• gradually work-
ing to that end. •,.,
The activity of the police towards
the gambling dens, of Paducah is to he
commended. For years those evils
have flournthed, and crap shooters are
not the only ones who should be ar-
rested .
•  •4 •
The greatest gambling evil is the
rooms where the xoung Aril of the
city are enticed and robbed of their
money by card. sharpers. If the pol cc
mean business all along -the line, let
them raid every place known to them,
and not only take in the propietor of
the place but dhe owner of the' prop-
erty as well.
Every, landlord knows what ;.; go-
ing on in the houses which he rents,
or at least he has a su.spicion, and if
be suspects that gambling is going on
in his house 'he can easily satisfy him-
elf, so 1 ij reasonable to presume
that gaimbliti in his property is done
with his consent.
The communication of one of the
alectrical 4rien published in today's
Register is worthy or consideration
4or he is an expert in his line and
is competent to analyze the situation.
Although the proposition of another
concern was accepted by the commit-
'tee, still he gives facts and figure!
that speak for thettistives.
in behalf of the tax pars of Pa-
ducah The Register woukl respect-
fully suggest that any contract for
the enlargement of the light plant work. A habit of worrying about
be read slowly to the general coun-.EXPRESSMAN CARTER TURN- things that 'cannot be remedied,
WHEEL FOUND
cil and all vague and indefinite pro-
visiOA be sdicktri out, and plain
and specific provisions be required.:
The company that sells Paducah ma-
chinery and lamps, if-they Nave faith.
in their goods, will not hesitate, to
execute a reasonable guarantee to the
city. Now is the timjfor the citt's
interests to be protected, and every
member should do his duty, and not
be tlim .flamined by a shrewd schem-
er who has :nterests other than the
city's at heart.
As Hargis .and 'Callahan have been
ac2uitted, the state of Kentucky
may expect to suffer for years to
come, for the,, outside world seems
to think that Hargis is largely 're-
sponsible for conditions that existed
in Breathitt county for years.
The Indictment of Rockefeller.
(Chicago Examiner.)
The indictment of John D. Rocke-
feller in Ohio for violation of the
anti-trust law is so very belated that
it will not be regarded very generally
as intended in good faith.
Mr. Rockefeller has been a citizen
of Cleveland for all his adult life.
He has been a most open and notori-
ous violator of every law, state and
rational, which prohibits either the
securing of secret and discriminating
rates from ralroads or the combina-
tion of companies in order to destroy
competition, during all of that time.
Ohio has been wiling to let him
proceed with his notoriously criminai
methods and to roll up what is prob-
ably the greatest fortune enjoyed by
any man in the United States—that
is to say, if he enjoys it, and some-
times there seen.s to be good reason
to blieve that men of much less
weans enjoy their little income more.
To indict Mr. Rockefeller now is
no doubt within 'the letter of the law.
Yet observers outside of the state of
Ohio must wonder why it was never
done before and question very seri-
ously whether the' inttictment will be
pressed to an ultimate itonclusion.
Since Mr. Frank S. Monnett was
quietly dropped out of the list of
counsel who were proceeding against
the Standard Oil Company, people
who know about the relations be-
tween the Standard Oil crowd and
the Othio and federal administrations
will be inclined to look upon these
new proceedings as only—in the vul-




The Hon. Charley Wheeler, late
and unlamented congressman from
this district, haMtut, a sed-hot tip
that Senator 131 *will be an an-
nounced candidate for governor before
next Saturday. We never did think
much of Mr. Wheeler as a statesman
or, prophet and for this and sundry
other -reasons we an', free to say -wa
doet believe a word of it. "Old Jae"
se been urged around the track one
ttrni too often. Better stall him.
The School Book" Lobbyist the
Worst in the Weld.
°There is a battalion of book agents
in 'Chicago. They are here to lobby
ED IT OVER TO THE
POLICE.
•Yancey Claimed His
Which Was Carried to Wrong
Street Numter.
."•flipon the wheel of life. 'Mins( 4an- 1
dering is one of the most subtle and
dangerous> ut these teaks, as eis one Mr.
of the greatest obstaelcs to effective
Icrowding the thoughts with peerY an-xieties, taking. up .one thing after
;another and, not bringing anything
-Ito a conclusion—these the leaks that
jr.re draining the energies to ood
Trunk, purpose.—Evansville Press.
I 4* f.1,
Last evening a darkey named Car-
ter, who drives an express wagon,
found a bicycle lying in the street in
the suburbs of the city, and brought
it to police headquarters 'and ttUrned
the wheel over to Lieut. Potter, who
is holding it for the owner. '
•WATER VS. RAIL
Knox Does Not know Who Will
be Downtown Agent Here.
Mr. A. D. Knox, of Nashville, is
in the city on*siness. He is the
'traveling freight at 'passenger agent
fOr the N., C. & St. L railroad be-
tween this city and Nashville, and
while here yesterday said they had
not decided yet who would- be the
agent for the downtown office to be
opened the last of nets week by the
TRANSPORTATION company at 430 Broadway.
I Col John L. Vance president, of '
the Ohio River Improvement Associ-
ation. said in an address recently de- Electrical Man Negotiating
livered that "the heavier freight—
coal, iron, steel, locomotives—are to- (Continued from Page One.)
day carried on the Ohio and lower
Mississippi for one-third of a mill I
."per ton per mile—a less figtare than,
on any other waterway in the world.
This Fitire includes the return of
At t:-.e Wrong Place. ' empties and leaves a handsome profit
- Ya41-€:4Y--ha-s - caned—at- PC1' '117r-ttle tmnspurtatitm iirres;'
headcp4arters and iglainird the Waterways Journal.
trunk which was left by mistake at 1 As a nexample of cheap transpor-
the home of Mrs. Kate Bonds at 621 tation on the Ohio and Mississippi
Washington street by an expressman. the steamer Sprague may be cited.
Mr. Yancey had given the trunk tO She has hauled safely in one tow,
the darky ,who, mistaking the num moo° tons of freight in barges.
her, pushed it into Mrs. Bonds' hall, ,With the most approved railway ap-
where she found it and had the police pliances in use at the present time
tc come for it. Ithis would require 2.333 cars—mak-
ing a train fifteen miles long, not in-
!eluding the locomotives required to
move these cars. Cotton is shipped
by rail from Dallas, Texas, to tide
water at Galveston, a distance of 300
miles at a freight charge of $3 a bale,
'while from Lake Providence La. to
New Orleans, the freight charge by
water is so cents a bale for exactly
the same distance. The rate on coal
I
'from Pittsburg to 'Lake Erie, 135
I t-riles by rail, is go cents a ton, while
liron ore is carried from the Mesaba
Dry Wells Prohibited. 'mines on Lake Superior to Ashtabula
Mayor Yeiser has notified. Chief phis, by water, a distance of L000
Collins to warrant all people digging miles., for from 75 to flo cents a ton.
"dry wells" in the city. A "dry well" i Cargoes of coal are carried back, on
is a hole dug in the ground, usually ,the retii,2n trip, in the same vessels
outside the sanitary sewerage dis- for 35 cents a ton.
trict, and this hole connected with I A large manufacturer in Pitt s-
a house, so toilet and slop waters burg, who uses - Lsoo,000 tons of coal
and refuse can drain ,from house to ,annually, recently testified before a
well. It is claimed that the filth in 'congressional committee that his coal
these wells runs through the ground was brought from the mines to his
into nearby drinking wells and ruins mill, via the Monongahela river route
the water. for 3T/3 to 4 cents a ton. When how-
ever, navigation on the river was
City HaTT41 'Mt ed. Isuspended for any reason the rail-
Yesterday morning it was discov- roads charged 44 cents a n.n for
ered that someone stole four chairs transporting the coal betwee:i the
from the City Hall the night before, mines and the mill, or eleven times
they being chairs confiscated at a as much for the same service.
gambling raid made by the antbori- These indisputable facts demon-
ties. strate the decided advantage that ex-
ists in the cost of carriage of course
Ho Gambling Found. freight by water over that by rail.
Yesterday Morning early the police The effect of cheap transportation is
visited several places. where .it ,was illustrated. Take a bale of cot-
understood that gambling was con- ton at ten cents a pound, and it is
ducted, but they failed to fniCasty,-,-kworth j50. It will take 64 bushels of
one. wheat at 8o cents a bushel Of 125
lushels of corn at ao cents a bushel
Promiscuous Firing. to bring as much money in the mar-
Yesterday morning Mr. C. Vander- i ket as the cotton will brin-. The
grift of 122t Jones street, found two ,cotton will weigh soo pounds ;the
3S calibre pi,tol balls lying on his ;wheat 3,700. pounds and the corn
front porch, where they had fallen, 7,000 pounds. In other words it costs
after striking near a window. Some- :more than seven- times as much to
one fired the shots the night before, 'iranspost a dollars' worth of wheat
but the officers have not found who or fouteen times as much to carry a
did it. icollars' worth of corn to market as
ift -does to shin a dollar's worth of
Another Bike Gone. icotton, the rate being the same. The
Contractor George Weikel had a %Cry marked disproportion in the
wheel stolen from him yesterday at ,weight and bulk shows why the west-
noon at tile Palmer Hotel, which 'ern farmer is so 'insistent upon
structure he is remodeling. !cheaper met hods of carrying his
.bvilky products to market thLu those
Do One Thing Well, offered by railroads.
Edison's life motto has been, -Thi;
tonight. They each say this con-
tract recommended was awarded in
a manner quite unusual to that pre-
vailing in other cities.
Hundreds of citizens yesterday in
speaking --of- ttre—matter, espr-sssd
themselves as believing all the light
posshle should be had on the im-
portant matter before the contracts
are finally awarded, so the city will
be protected in every manner.
Stench Arises.
Complaint was made yesterday to
the police that a great stench arises
from the ruins of the old grocery
that had burned at Eleventh and
Madison streets recently. The ac-
cumulated debris and refuse inside
sends breezes of not very sweet
smell over the community, slibich
wants the police to compel the nwn-
ers to clean it up.
with the school board to get their one thing I know—electricity." Con-
firmly 'himself to that one thing. he
has taken out a thousand patents,
ivhile millions of men, knowing a
iiistle of everything, or trying to,
or imagining they do, have accom-
plished nothing.
Beecher, the greatest preacher of
his century. had this motto, "This
cne thing I do." His Mighty accom-
plishment was possible only by turn-
ing all his energies and interests into
ore channel. •
Goethe's motto was very much the
same, 'Whatever thou art, be. all
There are some inferior books in 'there."
the Chicago public-schools now and The history of every successful
other inferior books are being urged man can be summed up in one semi-
on this board. There are books now tence, "He did one thing well."
in the schools that were adopted be- Success is an' absolute mastery of
cause of negotiations made between the single thing in hand.
the hook agents and politicians hay- Dr. Samuel Johnson is said to
jog a "-pull" with lite boarse v• advised a youth to 'thaw,/ some
themselves only knew how to read- thing about everything and every-
thing about something." The advice
was good--in Dr. Johnson's,' day,
when London was an isolated village
and it took two weeks to get' news
item Paris, Rome and Berlin. But
a gentleman of today 0- man who takes all knowl-
and accomplish- edge
k 





on eart1 it a fraction of
a second subject, that he
nitist flit f Aitc to topic like
a butterfly from flower to flower,
snd that he vvi:1 accomplish in the
world no more than the butterfly
does.
' Energy must be conserved. The ,INSURE WITK
manager of is I•o•ge es)tablishment, a
Perish With Twin Churchei. very pro•nHng young man. declined L T BEBouT
At Willingsdale Done, Essex, Eng- offers of d'reetorqhip in two leading •
land, two churches stand in the same banks in his tm-u for the reason
churchyard. This unique -state of that if ho sariped his energies in too
books adopted. The big b000k corn-
j anies have their best trained men
here. There are !nen in Chicago now
who have bribed legislatures in the
sariotrs states to adopt their text
books, and let us say to you who
may not know, that the school board
lobbyist and the s:hool book aaent
are the shrewdest men in the busi-
ness, and when the school book
agent is a rascal he is the most con-
sn-rate ras.eal, bezai.se he is in Us..
rally a fellow- of good education and
pleasant address.
the figures on a raace horse 'betting
t:cket.
illut the ignorant grafter after all is
not the strongest in the book light.




The members of the school board
s'iOuld sec to it that no more inferior
books are put in, and had also best
,-ee to it' that the books already in
use that are inferior, that have been
ptit in by political influence princi-
pally because of heavy campaign
twitributions are thrown out.—Chi-
cago Examiner.
The Inerrancy of Conscl:nce.
There is no inerrancy in the ur-
gency of conscience any more than
,in any other instinct or hunger. As
OM light is turnd and refracted and
loses its brightnsis in penetrating a
'faulty piece of glass, so the force of
conscience suffers refraction and loss
in an ignoant, prejtukted or selfish
mind. It marks a tendency or direc-
tion. It follows the naive traditions
.c.f childhood and the sanctions of
society; it takes the quite human and
maturel channels made for it. It
'pushes and urges toward the light,
as the sunshine compels the tiny
'plant to stretch. on Its appointed way
upwards. It tends, if obeyed, to en-
large and purify the flow of the life.
It ever reaches forward into the re-
gion of intelligence. It is never at
rest till it becomes one with the
Ijudgment, and also whit tore and
happiness. It presses toward unity
and harmony. When reason says
that an act is right, when love de-
mands it, conscience then becomes
i
irresistible to compel it. Happiness
or satisfaction naturally follows it.—
'Charles F. Dole, in International
Journal of Ethics.
Dining With Dukes.
Where is our Wandering Willie
night s?----Ex.
RAM'S HORN 'WRINKLES.
A man does not make hay by let-
ting the grass grow under his feet.
The devil will let the preacher
alone :f only lie may ' conduct the
choir.
It's better to have your feet on the
reeks than your head in the clouds.
The uncontrollable tongue does not
have to work long to tell all it
knows.
Dreaming of great deeds we miss
the doing of thousands of little good
deeds.
There are too many preachers try-
ing to make bread of life without the
leaven of love.
A good deal of summer religion is
so thin you can see right through it.
It takes more than polish to en-
able one to slip through the pearly
gates. s
His death was the last segment in
the perfect circle of His life.
The call to watch and pray means
more than watching you neighbor.
The altitude of a- prayer does not
depend ett its high-sounding phrases.
Many a pull is like a rubber string,
most effective when it hits back.
It takes more than rose water to
make the desert bloom as the rose.
He cannot be meek before Heaven
who turns a marble heart to man.
The devil can teach us all a lesson
en the wisdom of silence in the face
of abuse.
When we get to Heaven we shall
think most of the mercies we never
mentioned here.
The just live by faith and the faith-
nil live justly.
The brave man is the last to think
of lecturing on courage.
No man has eternal life whO is
willing to keep it to himself.
A soft voice may come out of a
hard heart .
No life is more costly than the
V orthless life.
Salvation cannot be spread without
sacrifice.
Some people seem to think that the
cnly way to make sure of the church
getting to Abraham's bosom is to
keep her a poor beggar here.
The world would get a good-sized
1;ft if we were as scrupulous about
the things that conic out of our
mouths as we are about those that
go in.





















W • cnly appreciated
at' • people who suf-
aches—severe or
nal or chromic.












We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost csre,






things' was brought about by a 'guar- many (lirrcIt'ons he mild nor-I-make
rd l many years ago between two „a succes. of his' regular business.
sisters, each of whom presented the 1 Every little leak in the mental o -
parish with a church, 14* ervoir lessens by so much the stream
General Insurance Agency
Office 30E C Broadway Phonei:Office 385—Residence 1696
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack—
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ont of Padtwah.
$8.00 ForT en ntehses eReorui nv river r 8i Tripr e t u tor
It is a trip of pleasure, condor
and rest good service, good tabi
good rooms. etc. Beats leave each.
Wednesday and Saturday at p.
For other information apply to Jae
Koger, superintenant; Prank
Brown. astrit




will cure that awful pain
114 Has cured others, will cure you.
. Call on us, or phone 337 ant
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STOlUt.




to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical






















PARIS, ILLS, EXPECTS TO
TAKE ITS PLACE
Paducah Won Yesterday by Scratch
—Jacksonville Defeats Vincen-
nes and Mattoon Won.
How They Stand.
w.
Vincennes     46 29
Jacksonville  40 36.
PA DU CA H, • .. •i• . . . 37 36
Cairo 
37 36Danville .............. 30 434
Mattoon 
Today's Schedule.










Yostierday morning Mr.' Gus
Thompson, of the Paducah Baseball
clab, received a telegram .fggessscacj
Gomel', president of the
league, ,who wired from je,ie, home at
VinCennel, Ind., arid itiM
ro had forfeited its baseball franchise
in the league. The telegeasu was
aeon and asked Mr. Thonoson to
meet President Gosnell at 4aris, Ill.
tomorrow, therefore it is presume
that attempts wilICtc made to get
Paris to take the rfeited grant of
the Egyptian city.
• Although the telegram comes that
Cairo has given up its franchise, still
the messages of last evening show
that yesterday afternoon the Padu-
cah and Cairo teams played their
game on the grounds of the latter
city, and Paducah on the game by
a score of to to g. It must be tha
some arrangement has been ma& fo
Cairo to remain in the game unti
she plays her series oat with Padu-
cah.
Mr. Thempson yesterday said h
could not go to Paris, Ill., tomorrow,
bat wired President Gosnell le reapl
meet him se, that *city abet lunday
Mr. Thompson euressed himself
a; believing she withdrawal of Cairo
would not affect the balance of the
league, as the other cities seem to
be gving eery good patronage, at-
tough the Pahucah attendance has
net been very good of late, still she
is in the game to stay to the last.
I"), virtue of dee Torfertiire from
Cairo. the Egyptian -City magnates
lose the $400 they put up as a guar-






Icy, Matteson and eleClelland
Paducah io1 Cairo 9.
Cairo. Ill , July i$—Cairo held a
great batting rally in the ninth, hut
failed to win by one score.
t he
Paducah .......... ..to 9 3
Cairo  •9 13 1
Flattrries—filrahic„ Vsiright and
Downing; Way. Searles and Qales-
ser.
Jacksonville 3, Vincennes t.
Vincennes, Ind.. July iR -Jack-
sonville wor Se•,re
✓ h e
  3 3 2
. . 1 9 2
Belt. Whit-
Mattoon 4, Danville 3.
. Danville. Ill.. July 01 —RarigR
fielding lost the game for the locals.
t he
labletrion ... 4 8 2
Danville  4014— mi. !. 3 6 7
Batteries—Dowell and Johnson;
Chriatman and Johnson.
• SENDS IMBECLLIef TO ZION.




from eliesouri today brought to Zion
City two Mehecikewho had been cared
for in county iniklititions. They
were named Rneiele. and 'eheir fa:veer
had ;eft seri hie ejetaeh futile% iti;their
• support with Brother Calf} Bussick.
The family were Dowieites and the
money was invested n Zion eecuri-
 hiree 1061146.+.,410114 •01,44-laur,
6 income for several years. Being toi-
1 able to obtain neenre for their care
the Mouri authorities have become
tired of their charge and brought
them to, Zion City lief it that as the
folks there had thew money they
could care for them, The disposi-
tion of the charges is yet unknown.
MO. ••••••• ••••••••••• eon.. NINI..••••••• •
RING BODY
HERE TO BURY
MR. CLARENCE ROSS' CHILD
DIED AT LITTLE
ROCK.
Remains Wille Be Brought to Pa-
ducah for Interment—John
' Reeves Buried.
Mr. J. Mel Byrd, of 1043 Trimble
street, yesterday received a message
from Ltle Rock, Ark, informing him
of the death of the two-montbssold
eon of Mr. andi Mrs. Clarence Ross;
and also that the remains will be
fight...here_ tonight,. oe. the ...keet3
-o'clock passenger train. The body
will be taken to the residence of
Professor J. T. Ross of 1332 Monroe
street, where the funeral service will
be conducted sometime tomorrow.
Mr. Clarence ROSSI is thr well
known newspaper man formerly of
this city, 'but who is now connected
with Little Rock paper. Professor
J. T. Ross is the grandfather who is
now visitng at the home of his son.
Child Interred.
Yesterday at LasCenter there was
buried the 18-months old child of Mr.
and Mr*. John Reeves, it being the
little one that died the night before
on the I. C. train while being taken
home. Mt. Reeves She confectioner
of LaCenter.
PRIZE WINNERS.
Handsome Etchings, Pictures and





KING AS THEIR LEADER
HEREAFTER.
Musica: Aggregation Reorganizes
Is Named "17-e Paducah
Mi:itary Band."
Photographers Riley & Cook of
South Sixth have held the drawings
as result of die grand opening obey
bad two weeks ago when, they gave
numbers to callers. The parties get-
ting pictures free are 1)ow Wilcox.
A. Rupp, Anna B. Larkin. John, W.
Bebots, Mrs. A. L. Lassiter. Mary
White. Chr S McMahon, W. P. Gard-
ner, Hal Waters, Mariam Lewis.
Ruby Futrell. Marion Weile, Walter
Grigeby, Lola Bassi:, T. S. Roeder
*Why l)etzel, Dr. M. Steinfield. Net-
tie Boaz, NIlatsile elpercnv, W. W.
Sacre. Bertie Willis, G. H. Niles, II.
P. Sight's, Ensile Morgan; Mrs. J.,
E. Baker Mrs. W. E. Kelly. Mrs. J.
J. Read. Lena Hurst. H. G. Johnson.
!Mrs. E. C. Carter, aara Wood
'Amelia Uteraeh, J. D. Laster, R. l-
Minore. Mrs West. Mrs Hugh Ed-
wards. Mrs. A. R. Steele, H. S. Mor-




rittlitMen on Barkentine k t by
the British Steseeei .
New York, July 18.—"We are
starving."
Two flags fluttering from the
monkey gaff of a barkentine in
midocean conveyed this messaage to
the crew of the British steamship
Vandalia. in today from China ports.
It was on July R. The Vandalia
was stopped and in half an bout- a
life boat came alongside the steamer,
manned by the second mate and two
sailors. The three men looked like
skeletons.
TITe mate was so weak he had to
he hoisted aboard the Vandalia. Ile
told Capt. Haas; of the steamer that
the barkentine was the Eva, of Os-
karsharn, Sweden, Captain Anderson,
and that they were out eighty-eight
days from Mentevidio for Havre.
The mate, whose name is Kimmel,
said the crew had been without food
tour days. The vessel had ample pro-
visions when she left the Argentine
Republic, but in a hurricane nearly
all the stores were washed OV'er-
board.
The boat of the Eva was filled with
provisions by the Vandalia's people.
MUTINY AT LISBON.
Arrest of Soldier Causes Riot in the
Portugese Capital.
4
CASH WILL NOT SAVE THAW
Jerome Refers to Case as the "Usual
Ponce Court Story."
At;anta, ,G;., July 18.--In an ante--
ar;ess• yesrerday re(assin: tee Tnaw
murder case in New York Mr.
Jerome referreil/ trecthe case as "the:
everyday police court story."
"In the eye of the law," he cow-
1 tinned, "the defendant'; millions add.
no luster to his situation.. • Most of
the apparent romance is a newspaper
product"
The Thaw case will pirbably come
tip for trial about the middle orOc-
accOrding to-Mr. Jerome.
Lisbon. Portugal, July i8.—Owing 
ci---the arrest of a soldier a mutiny
occurred here today among the
troops which formed part of an ex-
peditionary force to which the man
belonged and which were quartered
in barracks preparatory to their de-
parture. he soldiers made a disor-
derly demonstration, threatening to
attack .police headquarters. The au-
thorities finally succeeded in calm-
.n. s Ott mutineers..
TRADE BADLY HURT.
Crceree Peet,- A-Tier:fere
S1.1 —re% i c
a -e-
tisn • • - sr• t'
canned meat scare was having the
most serious effect on trade in all
canned goods. Regret was express-
ed thee' the American firms which
are now tl.00ding the country with
literature had not earlier placed tileir
statement of the facts before the
public. 4r •
The musicians composing the band
of Prclfessor Williatn Deal have all
withdrair from the band and or-
ganized one of their own under the
leaadership of Mr. Bert King, former
ly of Vincennee, Ind., but now of
this city. The musicians did not
care to be longer associated with
Deal, so he was relieved of the
rships of eke_  musical. organiza-
tion and substituted Mr. King, who
is a first-class musician, and there is
every prospect for the band to
r7ourish under his direction.
The band last nigfit gave its first
concert under the new leadership on
the balcony of the Palmer, and hun-
dreds were out to hear it. They
continue the contract with the mer-
chants down in the retail district,
which is to give two concerts weekly.
The band has changed its name to
"The Paducah Militark Band" and
each member is now having his
measure taken for a fine new uni-
form. The udforms will arrive
within the next week or two.
The aggregation comprises the
finest musicians in the city, and each
espresses himself as believing they
will do better and give more satisfac-
tion under the new leadership than
with Deal.
RICHEST MAN IS DEAD
Weer: Het:reered at Fro=
$500,000,000 to $1,000,000,000.
London, July 17.—The .richest man
in the world, Alfred Belt, who con-
trolled the South African diamond
fields and sold outeut, died Monday
2'ter several reontSse of illness. He
M a' an Ansilzized Geresan and on
account of his modest disposition,
which hated notoriety, was little
known except in the inner financial
circles of London and among a lim-
i:ed number of intimates, by whom
he was well liked.
Alfred Belt was the richest ntan :n
the world, according to all estimates
His wealth, chiefly in diamonds and
gold, was estimated at from $3oo.000.-
000 to $i.000.000.000, and many finan-
ciers declared it might even exceed
the billion dollar mark. He was
worth only $2.000.000 in igoo. Re
ii,ed to boast he "never speculated."
ARKANSAS POLL TAX
LAW DECLARED VOID.
Decision Will Give Ballot Privileee
to at Least ao,000 Negroes.
Little Rlock. Atrlea, Jltsly 184—At-
torney General R. 1.. Rogers threw a
lxmsb into the comp of the state De-
mocracy toddy by banding down en
opinion that the poll tax arnen-de•ment
to tthe state constitution was void be-
cause it had not been legally accepted.
The amendment was declared adopt-
ed ten years ago and provided that
every voter in the state most pay a
poll tax of $1 before being entitled
to vote. It virtually dlepr wed t8 000
or 20,000 negroes in the black belt
districts of the state from voting be-
cans(' they neglected to soiy their tax.
Democratic leaders of Little Rock
today attending a meeting of the
state committee stated that the opin-
ion would unquestionably increase the
Reptibrearr vote in the September
state election by at least 20,000.
LOCAL OPTION.
Action Being Held at Mt Sterlirg
Tedae.
Mt. Sterl;rg. Ky., Tif.e 18.-8;-,s
rsser •s r rhe thsees err 2 red-no:
cet.sr. elestisr. Severst as ags
; petition signed by over 3oo vot-
Iv V. filed before Cesonty .Jae.ge
tsHazel C-;e"Io' Exe:etherie. One eendree do:lare we.




TRUCK I .i4ISHED AT EIGHTH
AND CLAY STREET
-
It Cost Over $too to Overhaul the
Apparatus Which Is Now One
of Finest in Service.
Miter :many weeks of constant work
upon the old truck, the station men
of the Tenth andClay street fire de-
partment house have at last firs'shed
their un•dlertaking of remodeling and
overhauling the apparatus which is
ilOrtessilLirst claw catielitieet
be put into cominvission tomorrow by
Capt. John Slaughter. He says the
boys are very proud of their work.
New wheels were ordered for the
truck from th( eastern factories at a
cost of $360, and put on by local wag-
on makers, while the other work was
done by the firemen who are gratified
at the result'.
Several coats of paint were put on by
the decorators in the department ser-
vice, and other improvements were
made wherever possible.
The truck is one of the finest ones
in the local service, the overhouling
costing sousething like $425.
The contrivance will be stationed
at the Tenth and Clay street branch.
Many Suits on Notes
(Continued From First Page.)
10, 1904. They married February 2,
1903, and besides the divorce she
wants possession of their two year old
danghter, May Thompson.
The Board of the Home of the
Friendless filed a petition in the
county court yesterday against MTS.
J. H. Ross who is demanding posses-
sion of a little girl, Rubie Wes& and
threatening to institute habeas cor-
pus proceedings against the board for
possession of the child.
The petition alleges that Mrs.
ROSA, the mother of the child, is not
a ft person financially or morally
to have the care and custody of the
little girl, and that three or four
years ago she brought the child to
the Home and admitted she was not
able or fit to care for and support
the child, and left it there, thus
abandoning the little girl and doing
rothing for her since: that Mrs.
ROSS thin gave her name as West.
prise says now that she since married
it man named Ross who has died,
but the petition states that though
Mrs. Ross is here now, she has not
been a rqident of this state until re-
cently and has no permanent abiding
place, and to surrender the child to
her would be to send it out as a
waif in the world; that the little girl
now about twelve years of age is in
delicate health and needs careful
treatment, and the petition says the
Home of the Friendless is able and
willing to care for this defendant
child and asks the court under the
juvenile court act to take charge of
the child and commit it to
proper person or institution for
good of the child.
FINISH LAST CATALOGiiliiii
ROOF TODAY THE HOSPITAL
CONTRACTOR DUNN COM- DIRECTORS OF RIVERSIDE
PLETES WORK OF PAINT-
ING ROOFS.-
•
NOW GETTING UP IN-
FORMATIION.
Examinations Held Tornmorrow and About
Next Day For Partite Wanting
Teachership Cerelicatee.
Today Contractor Frank Dunn wilt
finish the work of painting the roofs
of the different public school buildings
that are covered with tin. He has,
completed all of them with exception
of the Lincoln, which is tlt% colored
school of Eighth and Oo 
There are only five of elan that have 1
metal roofs of this nature, and this
coating of fresh paint will last for
several years.
coo V. 11 Be Published For
Distribution Among Doctors of
Surrotindng Cites_
The board. of Directors for River-
side hospital is now busily engaged
getting. information and data to be-
used in the catalogue to be gotten
out w•thin- the next few weeks for dis-
tributions among doctors in this sec-
tion of She country.
The pamplet will have about twenty
pages, containing pictures of the
building and grounds. and Also of
some of the, wards and rooms. The
information will Vouch upon the gen-
eral . convenience's and appurtenances
of the institution, •and the directors
expect to publish about t000 of them•
for distribution among physicians re-
siding' in surrounding cities. Then
when an outside physician, has a case
that needs attention in a hospital he
can send the patient to the Paducah
institution, feeling satisfied, from the
!reliable descriptive catalogue that thehospital is fully equipped to wellcare for any character of case:
1 The eis.rectors at their next session
will select the personnel of-the next
"visiting staff" of local physicians, as
those now in service finish their vis-
its to the institution sometime next
month. There are seven on the staff.
one for each kind of case and they
tender the r services gratis, each be- -
ing notified by the matron wheneve
there is a case of the kind assignel to
each physician to look after.
The hospital is proving one of the
best payidg departments maintained'
by the city government, as ever since
she opening ..it has turned. hundreds




of the county public schools, will to-
morrow and the next day at the court
house conduct examinations of appli-
cants desiring certificates qualifying
them for positons in the county
schools, if they are selected to fill
vacancies.
Next month he holds the final ex-
aminations of this nature for this
stammer, as the following month the
county schools resume for the winter
session.
Finishing his examinations of
this; week, the superintendent prepares
for the 'colored institute he will con-
duct next week at the Lincoln build-
ing on Eighth and Ohio streets.
Board of Public Works
Went on the Warpath
(Continued From First Page.)
in a very bad' and, tom -up condition.
Permission was granted the inde-
pendent telephone company to pot
new poles at Fifth and Washington
streets, and some on Fourth between
Broad and Elizebeth.
The street car company was per-
mitted to put up 27 new poles. on
Eighth between Clark and Tennessee
where the- new div.sion runs, while
three old ones along there will have
to come out. On Tennessee between
Eighth and Ninth they are to put
up five new one and take out one
old one.
Steet Inspector Elliott was directed
to have cleaned from between the I.
C. tracks on Noah First street, the
great quantities of dirt and mud that
have accumulated therein.
PRINCELY ROYALTY.
Illinois Man Received ea,soo in
Days From. Oil Wells.
'
Charleston, Ill.. July i8.—M.
Dunn, the Charleston oil king, re-
ceived a check today for $704.42,
which represents his share of the oil
produced by the wells on his twenty-
five acres for the first twelve days
of july, making a little over $z 500
received by him irithe last thirty
days. Mr. Dunn has refused $37.0oo•
for this piece of land which a few
months ago coold have been bought
for sixty dollars an acre.
Before Trading Your




Property on the south side of Clark
near Second street has been sold by
Frank Wagner to L. M. Wagner for
Si and other considerations, and elle
deed tiled for reetord with the county
clerk yesterday.
J. Mt Quarles sold to Albert
Quarles for $1,000 property on the
Wadesboro and Mayfield road in the
county.
Licensed to Wed.
The clerk iessued a marriage license
to Charles Nash, aged 33. and Hattie






Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s ave yen.
money, and take your old wheel fit exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Ever'
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
g.
The contest promises. to be I Springfield, Ill.. July IR.—The
a bitter one, as Mr. Sterling 1 maangement of the old Salem Chau-
has twelve saloons, and the liquor , tausua announced today . that Wil-
men are organized for the fight.' ham Randolph Hearst, of New York,
State lnsmance Commissioner IL R. 
-isod Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, had
Prewitt. and Judge B. F. Day are the i been secured to address the Chautau-
attorneys for the temperance people. qua which will be held in Peters-
- limos Augest 8 to 25. The old Sa-
BROUGHT HOME. Ilem essembly hall will he the only
-- gaiertafe of this, sort in the comory
Mr. Miller Bradshaw Clonvalescing to be addressed by the publisher or
From Attack of Fever. the Chicago executive. Mr. Hearst is
Mr Miller Bradshaw, the shoe announced to speak August 17 on
drummer, was brought here yester- "Political Independence," while
day from Texarkana, Ark, where i Mayor Dunne will be heard August
'se has been confined, in an infirm- Ts, on "Municipal Ownership of
try for the past two months with lublic Utilities."
'vphoid fever. He has recovered suf- ',.
ticiently to walk on crutches, there- ' It was steated recently at a public
fore is yet very weak. He was sacs hearing in Australia that .Et,000.000
companied home by his parents, Mt.
and Mrs. Edward R. Bradshaw, who
have been at his bedside for some
time. He is now confined at the
family residence on West Monroe
sitreet. . .
worth of rabbits were shipped to
y.ngland every year; that the rabbit
a commercial commodity was
ly in its infancy." and that the
Ira e would probably grow to £5,-
O00,o a year.
Some Every Day Bargains in Books
Harbour's Book Department.
Leopard's 5 ots  yr St. Elmo 
w o t e an  soc The Cost  soc .
Grauseark  eoc In tht iftshop's Carriage  5oc s
Coniston, by Churchill  $1.10 Fenwickis Career  $taess
Chip, of the Flying U  $1.20 Pigs is Pigs  500
Come and look over our stock. Our selection is the best, oar prices
the lowest in Paducah.
We are offering 899 Paper Back Novels, all good, all detcrent, at toc
each, 3 for 25C. Come early to get choice.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co., is the
cnly company authorized to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Paducah, and adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. lir 'BOTTLING








Office with Dr. Rivers St Rivers, 1211-
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




The Register, To me, per week.
Try a Register want ad.
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?FAMILY FORTUNES. MONTANA MAN'S DOO WOLF RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH TOWN-BOOMING
IN THE WEST.
. 0 4 4.4.4 444 402'
•IMMENSE WEALTH OF SOME
' AMESSICAN MILLIONAIRES.
• -Croesus of Oldrz-evitli All His Vaunted
Wealth Was Poor by Com-
parieeu Niith Modern
Capitalists.
The great fortunes that have sprung
• up so amazingly in this country during
• recent decades to-day, hi-6e opititirin 01
many serious thinkers, constitute a
• menace to our national well-being, says
Cleveland Moffett, 'in writing of "The
Shameful Misuse of Arealth," in Success
Magazine. Without these great for.
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
in America, no flaunting of feasts and
follies, no riot of extravagance; with
them we may expect all the evils that
' have in previous ci -ilizations attended
upon enormous rieles. And many of
these evils, as we have already seen, are
• actually with us.
It is admitted that we are the richest
people in the world to-day—the richest
people the werfr-hassever seen.•- The
vaunted wealth of Croesus Is estimated
at only $8,000,000, but there are 70 Amer-
ica estates that average $35,000,000 each.
As showing the rapid growth of individ-
ual fortunes in this country there is
Interest in a list of rich men—printed in
1855—according to which New York city
at that time boasted only 28 million-
aires. And a pamphlet published some
years earlier says tsat in 1845 Philadel-
phia could show only ten estates valued
at a million or more, the richest being
that of Stephen Girard, which reacteJ
$7,000,000 In contrast to which in 18:e!
there were over 200 millionaires in Phil-
adelphia.
Al to New York city, the number of Se
millionaires, according to best informs-
' tion, is over 2,000, while the number of
millionaires in the United States is at
least 5,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which stands the richest
and most powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth of
this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars. a sum so huge that the
human mind quite fails to grasp it, a
sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making 4.
-dollar a minute and had let these dol-
lars accumulate day aud night for all
these centuries, he would not yet, in
1906,• have amassed a thousand million
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should
• to-say turn this wealth into gold cola
and take it out of the country, say into
Canada, he would carry across the bor-
der three times as much gold as would
then remain in the United States. Nor
would he carry it himself, for the
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And 11
be loaded it on the backs of porters,
each man bearing his on weight in
solid gold (say 150 pounds) It would re-
quire 23,000 men to move it. And if they
walked ten feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 miles and would occupy
Li hours in passing a given point. None
of which takes any account of the daily
interest on this fortune, which interst,
If paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it, for it
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family!
41...4441Z. THE L.EGAL FIRMAMENT.v.
• eeing Star That Was Going to
Dazzle Some of the Slow
Movers.
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for assaulting the lan,:lord of a
-South Dakota hotel foiled that there
was on:y one lawyer in the village and
• that he had already been retained by
• the Plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
!sue the Cieveia.: T. Plain i sealer, he de-
murred to being tried, as he was not
01 lawyer encrigh to seead Lis own case,
- but the justsee of the gear.° calmly re-
plied;
"This court will see that you have all
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
-around here?"
ell's out .icers," anewerod scale one.
"Then call him in."
J!m turned out to be a long and
lathy farmer's hired man, and not at all
+bright looking, and as be entered the
mom his honor queried:
"Jim, which end of the tow gzts up
-lirst?"
-The binder end, sir."
"And a horse?"
"The fronter end."
"All right. This drummer has given
• Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the
door casing and blacked it Weisel?.
iippint you as his counsel."
-But I'm no lawyer."
"But you've got common sense, as
you've just proved, and that's Letter yet.
Go rieht ahead."
an I in to- en irnlina
-be !la', 'he other side ou tat:teed up that
laid a:5 6;A _:tacles as Cis and
• said:
"Nu use to go any furtner. The re may
have been a raw, and erre:ably there
was a row bet Jim is go eking reedy to
prove that the iantiloril out in the
barn and the drummer across the street
• and there's no use taking up the time
of this court. I'll divide the costs and
the parties had Letter shake hands,
while as for Jim Peters, he's a rising
star that will continue to rise until it
won't be considered no crime around
here to jump another man's claim and
steal his wife along with it."
In Dead Earnest
• traveling man received the follow-
ing telegram from his wife:
"Twins arrived to night. More by
He went at once to the nearest office
and sent the following reply:
leave for home to-night. If mote
some by mail send to dead latter ()Maw
—L.Ipplasott's Maga..4se.
Species of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild
in Looks.
I was smorng my pipe in the cabin
of an old tinter who lives on Muddy
creek in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out of the window
and saw an rnimal pass by that for
a moment I tole to be a red wolf, re.
lates a writer in Forest and Stream.
I said to tht old man: "What have
you got out teere?" and ha replied:
"Yes; I am gla I you spoke about tints
I wanted you to see them pupa."
Then, while we walked out of doors,
he told me that he had a litter of six
pups, half gray wolf and half ordinary
domestic dog, end that he had two of
these puppies still about the house, the
other four having been given away.
The wolflike animal, with four or
five other doge, was standing near a
wagon close to the house, and when
called galloped cheerfully to us, wag•
ring its tail and twisting Its body, and
thrust his nose Tito the hand of each
of us, seeming ejoy the pats and
caresses that I Aired. In color _11
was reddish, :Jmewhat the color or
the summer coat of a deer, yet hard-
ly so bright; there was more of a
brown in it. On the tall the hair lay
parallel to the skin and did not stand
out as it does on the brush of a fox
or the tall of a wolf or coyote. On
the other hand, the shape of the crea-
ture was that of a gray wolf, which it
also equaled in size.
These pups are great thieves, and
things have to be kept out of their
way or they will steal them. They
cannot bark. Sometimes they appear
to try to do so, and break out into a
rsesalar wolf howl.
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN DID
As Concisely Described by Hike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Foy's stories relates to
his surperiences as a juror. It illus-
trates the value of concise expression
"When I was On the jury," says Foy,
"one of the eases I heard was that
of a laborer against the employer in
whose foundry he had been Injured.
The foreman of the foundry testified,
and then the attorney for the plaintiff
called Michael Shea.
inquired the lawyer, 'do
you know the gentleman who has just
left the standr
"'Sure I do.'
"'What does he do at the fotrndryr
"'He's the foreman.'
"'What are his duties as foreman?*
"'Well, I don't know, Bor.'
"'Surely you know what the fore-
man's duties are,' rosid the barrister.
'You work under WM, don't your
"'Yes. He's me boss.'
"'Well, then. He draws pay for be-
ing your boss, and he must do some-
thing to earn that pay. Now, w.hat
does be do"
"Mike scratched his bead for a mo-
ment, looked at the ceiling, and then,
a smile coming to his lips, he an-
swered. 'What does he do? Well, nor,
we do what he tells us--that's what
he do.'
"And with this definition of the du-
ties of • foreman we were compelled
to be content"
HONOR OF THE CHINESE.
Inglishrean from China Gives His
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
lestials.
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor-
anle in business matters, but it must not
be taken for granted that Integrity is
universal with Um is." said Mr. H. M.
1-aeln, of Shanghai, according to an ex-
change.
"I have lived In the orient for many
years, and haNe cad extensive dealings
with all sorts of eastern people. There
I. a saying that a Chinaman's word is
his bond, and this is very true from the.
:act that it Is a rare thing for them •.0
make any other than a verbal contract.
So it happens that what a celestial tells
you he will Jo will be performed In a
great majority of cases. The fact re'
mains, bows v,r. tha you've got to pick
retie man in China just the same as in
city other country. Ah Sin has his coun-
terparts in his native land, and every:
European over there can tell you of his
eeperiencea with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a Chinaman Is
any mere honest than his fellow-man at
other nationalities, as is shown by the
vast amount of graftleg which perme-
atei the social and political life of the
tenpire. The individual Chinese busi-
ness man is straight in his dealings
largely because .t is a matter of neceif
sity."
Monkey with Spectacles.
In the Breslau zoe..obeical garden
Were is a spider monkey which was
merated upon for cataract and now
vsars glasses. For more than a year
liter It was received at the zoo it
was very healthy and lively, then it
became very quiet, ceased to play, and
rtrouched in a corner. It was exam-
ined and found to be suffering from
tettaract, no was immediately taken to
:he eye hospital and .perated upon.
La less then a month It was fitted with
pair of spectacles, which it wears
elth becoming gravity.
Tne Waiter's Mistake.
The waiter in the cafe of the down-
wn hotel did not mean to be rude. lb.
In Intake was purely a social error.
-What will you have next, lady?" the
wafter asked. With the courtesy that be-
acmes a waiter.
"Don't address me as 'lady!'" de-
m ended the guest, with some show of
it itation.
"Excuse me. ma'am." replied the
wafter, -but all of up is liable to make
• istakes."—San Francisco Chronic*
— '
t•
Marked Salmon Retaken in ,the Co-
lumbia River After Four
Years.
"What is believed to be the best evi-
dence of the efficiency of artificial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries en
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commistekmer Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries wore placed
In operation on the Columbia river a
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to thatr mere spawning
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were tonne!. to be sal-4
moa that were turned out of the Kale.'
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 190L The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched in the tail. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his anger
—it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and the past several years
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the fish were
marked when released from the hatch-
er:es, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con-
clusive evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked • number of
the Columbia river cannerymen and
trap op- rats es to watch for the marked
salty- but ' iring the rush at the
ev :2 s wed patently overlooked,
enly one re. Ise has been re-
. ofi.
• Na experience t • the sockeye
salm. • that are t. eonducted at
Lb. Be 'ingham s'.', ill be con-
tinued al. "rioter . large number
of sockeye . • . _aced in the Nook-
sack and Sks Avers.
"An air pump has just been installed
In oonnection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water is es
aential. The air pump keeps the wa-
ter In the aquariums bubbling all the
Lime as it runs through the tanks and
off into the waste."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers is not a peculiarly
American institution, as has been sup
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. it was when he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who she.11 be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped after the fashion of • eham•
pion and boiling pitch shell be poured
thereon and the feathers of a cushion
shall be shaken out on him, so that he
shall be known." At the first landieg
he was to be set ashore, no matter
wuere the ship might land, and the ab
sence of • rail was doubtless due to a
!ace cf that sort of fence. Perhaps the
.western continent may still lay csaim
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer our
owl
Ugly Deer in Vermont,
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
In the ncrshern part of Rutland counts
would like permission to kill a big
ugh/ deer that woeld weigh dressed
800 pounds and has lame:ale horns
This terror of the Woods, they say,
chases men to ccver, will not yield the
reel; of way when he meets teams 1.
the road, and in devious ways makes
himself decidedly unpleasant. He re
centty paid a visit to a Castl:ton farm-
er nee ethee orolerel away refused to
'revs- ••• • r-se :even te tier neer rite,
were wan aim tareed anu lied unee
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was In no humar
for debate, and promptly chased the
collie inte the barn.---St. Albans Mes
senger.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Nanaimo fisherman had a unique
experience with a flock of seagulls see
eral evenings ago. He reached Nansi-
mo in an open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea-
gulls took possession of the boat. Os
his return all but 60 flew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not fly, but
hopped about in a state of helplessness.
The fisherman finally climbed into the
boat and lifted them overboard. They
were able to swim with an effort, an
most of them went ashore to recov
from the efforts of altar feast. T
sei
O 1
William 0. Watson, a well-known
lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the ap-
pended illustration of one of the meth-
ods adopted to boom a tows into exist.
once:
-It is nearly ten years," he says, "since
the country hereabouts has been, what
you might call, 'on the boom,' bet it has
been ten years since the professional
town boomers quit us. The last instance
of 'overnight booming,' I remember was
the town of Lanowack. If you will go
about six miles east of Oklahoma City,
you will see a mail crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching on every
side as far as you can see, jest plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight, This
Li Lanowack. The promoter, who_bad
been hanging around for some time, sud-
denly purchased a quarter section of
land and tacked the name on it. He
was a bootner, one of the real sort who
totild sell anything they got their
hands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was no town  there„_and nothing to
milks a town, but it was the promoter's
business to sell just such imposeibill-
ties, and the way he did it proved him
a maater of his art. The Mr. Col.
Sellers who was doing the business
there decided that a certain German
settlement In northwest Kansas was
looking for just such a city as he had
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He tarried a week, talked Lanowack
and painted rainbows for the moneyed
farmers who used to 'Hock der kaiser!'
Best country in the world and lots
of it, he told them; soil peculiarly fit-
ted for raising cotton, corn, wheat,
oats, rye, hay, turnips, radishes, pars;
nips, children, Indians, and, in fact,
anything that a Christian gentleman
has a right to ask for on this lowly
footstool. Yes, and right in the
ecnnitaels was Lanowack—high, dry
and healthful, the Arcania of the west.
• • • se promoter knew his men and
his business. After he had slung on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
his special train to the station. The
Germans filled their poekets with the
green goods and tumbled in. They
were not going down as settlers, but
merely as investors, who would reap
the harvest as soon as the people
rushed In from the east and built up
the town, as they were sure to do.
They were getting in on the ground
door. Of course they never suspected
that the proincter wee in the cellar.
"The train passed throi.gh i.anowack
in the night, and the investors tumbled
out at Oklahoma City. At break of
day the boomer had his brass band en
the street, and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners of Lanowack, the coming me-
tropolis of the southwest The visi-
tors aould he marched into one sa-
loon while the band outside played
Wach am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another.
"By the time they were halfway
through the round& it was decided
teat Lanowack was the beet proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen. He stood .. well and
Immediately got the crowd on board
the erain, and they visited Lanowack.
"The engineer stopped at the mail
crane that was all of Lanowack that
existed at that time, as today. But
the crowd was dellehtful. There was
the greend, just as the boomer had
said; there was the country stretching
round about. The air was light and
healthful, and the map erred% the rro
meter spread out before them showed
the location of the pees office the
courthouse and federal building. Be
aides, there was the brass band and
the railroad. and the kegs In the bag-
gage car, which had been brought
along, as Lanowack lacked • well at
the time and the water works had not
yet been installed.
"The lots were put up at auction,
and went like hot cakes, at prices
ranging from $25 to $100, according to
their proximity to the 'courthouse' or
'federal building.' or some other im-
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traffic. Business was good
The promoter was sorry he bad not
bought two quarter sections, as then
Lanowack would have been twice as
large--on the map. After everything
had been sold, the train pulled back
into Oklahoma City, where aere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he first
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 out of the deal, *De,
paying for his train, band, beer anti
other expenses. About a year aftra
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympathized with him for the
way he had been taken in, but it was
pity wasted.
tie saw, ve gets ter sec act
eaontry, se ..as pig railroad rite, al,
(ler peer ye vane+, der fine moosick anti
der leetle vecation, unt id only cost
huntret dolls. Id vas vert id.' "—N. I
Weekly.
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Dawes, the distinguished Ma*
sachusetts lawyer, In his young man
hood was an indifferent speaker. Par-
ticipating in a law case soon after his
admission to the bar, before it NortliAd-
ams justice of the peace, Dasees was op-
posed by an older attorney, whose isles-
mence attracted a large crowd that
packed the courtroom. The justice was
freely perspiring and, drawing off his
;oat ,in the midst of the lawyer's elo-
quent address, he said: "Mr. Attorney,
supposing you sit down and let Dawes be-
gin to speak. I want to thin out this
crowd."
Custom General.
The custom of giving Christtrae gifa
on Christmas day is general among Mt
Christian nations.— - -
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildir g. Both Phones 339
Our Handsome SpringFabrics g
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND BCONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WC
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th, too&
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati • 8:2o a.m.








Leave Pencetort 4:55 pin. 
ArrivePaducah  6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn. ..• 8:06 p m.
Arrive Rives  8:13 pin.
•
Arrive Jackson




































Leave New Orleans 
liosave Memphis 














Arrive Central City 



























































NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m 4:20 psill.
Arrive Carbondale  4.25 p.m 8:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:343 a.m. 6:30 a.m.,
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 pm. 7:20 A.M.
SOUTH SOUND No. 305
Leave St. Louis  7:45 a.m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m.
Leave Cabondale  11:40 a.m.







NORT BOUND io1-8o1 135-835
Leave Nashville  iii:zo a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.M 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m 7:45 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m. 9:25 a.m,
Leave Paducah  6:t5 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7.45 lies a i .1(./ a.m.
Areve St. Louis .  7:2o a.m. 4:30 pen.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m 9:30 p.m.'
mme•
4-0
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave StLoois   9:40 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo .  6:oo a.m 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 as'n 7:40 tam-
Leave Paducah  7:50 atm 3:10 p.m
Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m 4:45 p.m. 
ArriveHopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rsa
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Rot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lontiville, Ky.
TOT-IN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. MPrnphis, Tenn.
3 IIATCH, G. P. A., Mast










there? Had he been in India? Wes h(
going to remain in America cr go L'7.:2i
with his wife whence he had entire? 'i ti.
roamer shrugged his shoulders. deelar
:lig he knew nothing about tee matter
Mrs. Kirkwood was r Arely at hen
now. Si.e was trotting aLote with b,
husband day and Liebe to th,.
to the restaurants, downtown en c.
rands, td the North side on v:sits. wIP r
ever he had a mind to take her. and h;
seemed to have a mind to take her every
where. The wooden woman was :0
completely tranerormed as if 30 ece,
bad been suddenly subtracted frow Lc,
a!ze and she had beer, restored to lice
girlhood.
Then' one fine day the ten/Tee:a
learned from the roomer that the hes
band had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually 'Mrs. Kirkwcod waF ele e'er.
hack into the wocelen woman
sares creeel; her laueleer I
lower and lower. then it died tie ,e
altogether; she spoke. has and
then not at all. She sat In he;
clean, windowless kitchen the live
long day. with hands folded, ito
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cant stare In her eyes. • • 4031A Broadwe
The terement to longer evei ',to - ..
all,mt. what elle lo thinhirg or tr% er





Interesting Tricks That Are Pure
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some Interesting and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
ilk—talking machine, graphophona
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank 311 a deep,
loud voice. The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full _ant
reproducer may be substitutsd for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speech.
The second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on • blank, and after the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second part. When the
record hi full set the recorder back
to the beginning again without stop-
ping the machine. When the record-
ing points gets to the commencement
of the pieee the first part will sound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second.
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
/ periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which • soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
od records may also be cleaned in this
way, which fact suggests another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these Is
'doctored by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by •
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you 'will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chine, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By -taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on • half of one and
• half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, and when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is tnat the voice one
• hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
is, of course, unintellizible."
Truth About Xoonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that is not real. We are led
to Info' from works of fiction, says the
• St. Louis te.obe-Democrat, that the
moonsiliner makes whisky and reftezes
to pay tax on it purely on principle.
lie does it to show that be hes a free
and uetramniefed soul, accord rg to
the writers. And be is nSways pos.esi-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonehlaer makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue Orly
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
* margarine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonehiner; he is not so averse to
water that he never take') a bath and
be does not regard murder as a pas-
HIS FRIEND ED,
aow THINGS LOOKED TO TOMMY
LATER ON.
--
One of the nicest boys in the offlos
is Tommy Swikehart, but how be used
'0 bore us about his friend„ Ed. Kemp-
Icy, when he first blew in from whert
the tall grass waves. You ought te
have seen him then. Honest, he looked
es if he was just teeing to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed for the
part. I di•in't think they made that
sind of cloth's any more, even to
techtenburg, where Tommy came
• rom.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
)ver to me, to give him pointers on
'he work. Teen he noticed Tommy's
tiny black satchel, w' re he'd laid it
Iowa. "Where ere you going to stay?"
le asked, arei Tommy looked bewil
tered and said he hadn't found out
'et. "Ten "triTtesThe affFrnoon aran-a-
l him s place, Sumter," says Wat-
les to me; and so that's how S.e came
o he my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddled along with me
to the joint. "El. Kerr eley told me
that the cows'd eat me if they saw W4
in th eeet. Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Ed's my friend back In Llehei.
mire." he says. It mient have been
'Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
-cyal family," from the way he said
t. "Ills father runs the bank there,"
!le went on, "and Ed's, in the bank
now. We always run together a goo
deal. They don't make any smarter
fellers than him."
"('1'.you'll catch on, all right." I
told him. I kind of took a fancy is
elm, you know. He looked at you Ake
t lost dog that's fount somebody to
pat him—kind of scared and yet as if
he trusted you and was tickled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although El
bad a mighty line room all to himself
In his father's 
"residence.""I took him arouci to a barber
shop when we'd settled abouf the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showed
him how to tie his necktie. He had
the ends just pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going arcuad
the neck at all. You know the way.
No, be didn't mind me telling him.
Ed. always told him things like that.
Ed. was a dandy dreeser—spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
In town—or hie father did for Mm.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in a couple of months you
womidn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. Us
wasn't that sort of r. chap. But he
kept his eyes open, and he soon got
to know what was what. The new suit
be got, when he got one, was a peach.
He quit talking is the Rube way he
did at first But the boys joshed him
a lot They all liked him, though. lie
was just as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor.
But It was funny to bear him
RECREATION HOURS
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE.
Clever Scheme for Place-Clards--Un-
usual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Evening Affair—
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
Scarly every town of any size hat
Its own individual posteds, and in this
day and generation everyone is the re
etipient of many of these charming re-
minders of travel, both at home and
abroeci. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when sha.planned this art
fair.
Th rooms were decorated with post-
ale fastened together by holes punched
in the comers and ribbons run through
them. Panels were formed in this
way and made a most effective decora-
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they would
attract attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
animated. "Do you remember?" and
"that reminds me" were expressions
heard on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on local
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten in
number, addressing them to her own
house number. By these they found
their places at the table. Each one
was asked to come prepared to relate
some incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the best story
in each class, souvenirs were awarded
inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble linen came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of grape frill*,
creamed potatoes served in ramekins,
whole wheat bread, cherry salad made
by replacing the pits of California
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it on
bead lettuce leaves with a rich may-
onnaise dressing, and cheese wafers:
ice cream was served in halves of can-
telok e with small cakes. The bon-
bons .vere in dreas-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature 
band-boxes.which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
In It
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse one
child, or any number of children.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan-
ket. or any ir,ft material that will
make a soft pad. Then procure little
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called
"Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon—the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon.
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
course it will get wet, but it looks
;wetly when the pipes are passed. Fill
the isowls with a mixture made from
We'd be talking about something—it I boiling Shaved castile soap with water;
wouldn't much matter what—
Tommy would chirp up: "A frit:S:7f
mine bark in Lichenburg, Ed. Kemp'
Icy—"
It wasn't any use trying to break
him of it. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Ed. could do this, and Ed. could do
that; Ed. was so-and-so and 'tether.
And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
—when he wrote to his folks, bet
there was enly one time I ever beard
him Ray anything about getting a let'
ter from him and that same night 1
taw him slip something Into an en-
telope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it.
So I had Ed. pushed at me for close
on to three years--and then Ed, came
up to Chicago for a visit
I never saw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't eat; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried to see Mrs.
Barker about a room for Ed. And
he even arranged to take him to Cu.
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going to treat me to a sight of the
paragon—if I cared to sit up—and, of
course, I did.
It was close on to 12 o'clock when
toes Ile rapped at  this 
and as he entered I started back al-
most scared. He looked pale and
queer and had that old-dog look that
seemed to say 'Don't hit me, please."
Then he said: "Bob, this is my
friend, Ed."
So that' was Ed.—that flashily
dressed, pig eyed, loud-mouthed, cheap,
jay sport! That was what he was.
It was kind ef pitiful to see the
way Tommy tried to head him off and
steer him where be thought the fel-
low might shine. If he bad had any
•
time. SO we Weald- sommend him to
our writers of .omance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a picturesque
figure.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula
ewers oriduces the largest and most
gorgeous bubbles imaginable.
Offer prizes for the bubbles lasting
the longest; for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
in circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
isfaction. They may be blown or
fanned about the room, and It is a
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them
In the air at the same time.
An entertaiament which furnishes
amusement for a young people's sod.
ety or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were issued and everyone won-
dered what the affalr could be. "Do
we eat it pop it or what?" No satis-
factory replies were given; those in
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
so all the expectant guests could do
was to wait and see.
When the date arrived, the rooms
were found decorated with ears of red
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
from grill-work, from gas jets, and
portieres were made from corn ker-
nels strung on a heavy thread. The
kernels were first soaked in lye tc
soften for the needle.
A leng basket filled with ears of
corn, each tied at the large end witll
were missed 
More Important
"Ah! Mrs. Newcomb," said the up-
pish Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social
duties have prevented me from calling
upon you as I should. However, I
will surely return your visit some
day—"
"Oh! that doesn't matter much," ret
plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly,_"but I
do wish you'd return the groceries




Father (looking over the paper)—
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
frog pond has been discovered in Cen-
tral Africa.
Mother—What is that to us?
Father—What is that to us! It
means that every one of our eight chil-
dren will have to have a new and re-
vised edition of Highprice's geography.
—N. Y. Weekly.
••••••••••••••Im0,10
the request to count the kernete
Wooden plates were furnished on
which to put the shelled corn.. Afted
all had finished counting a memoran-
dum was taken, then the contents of
each plate were emptied into a large
bowl, which was conspicuously placed
In the hall, and each person requested
to guess the number of grains of corn
In the bowl. A record was kept of
each guest. An account was taken
and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded prises.
instead of hollow, but there is a fao The refreshments were hulled corn,
tory in England which makes thou- 
good points about bim Tommy would
certainly ha.ve brought 'em out. But 
served in bowls with Jersey cream and
sands of gross yearly. They are sold sugar; hot corn muffins, with maplt
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe 
it wasn't any , and I could see
syrup; popcorn, doughnuts and coffee
Teretnv k.nree It Avlqn't, nit wnq aill
has always been found one of the 1,, e
cheapest and at the same time most ,
satisfactory targets. One shrewd poi. ,
ter found that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the , t, •
items, and practlely oocupies that
field all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
Sets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it Is hard for peo-
ple to admire an artist who paints
his own portrait—Chicago. Record
&Wald. —
✓ . ee
didn't, and he bragged about him
worse than ever—for a time.
He said to me: "Ed. has changed
some, but that boy has got a heart
'ke an ox." Then be sighed.
"You're off, Tommy," I said. "He
.rn't changed. It's you. You've got
Jur eyes open since you've base
or,"—'Chicago Dally Neyre.
A hostess who wished for some-
thing new in the way of place cards
for the Mx guests whom she had
asked to lunch with her, devised this
elevee scheme. She set about illustrat-
ing each girl's especial fad or individ-
nallsin by picteres, which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but no
name.
One girl had a, fashion of sitting
Turkish fashion on the floor, and an
advertisetnent was found to suit thin
ease to perfection. The golf girl was
easy, also the boating girl; the eques-
trienne was soon provided for, as wee
—Fal  Language.
"Of course, Tommy," said the new
minister, "you believe there is such a
placF. as hell?"
"Yes, sir," replied little Tommy
Hardman,_"that's what pa sez, any-
how."
"Indeed? What did he say about it?"
"Ohl he don't say anything about it
He just sea it."--Philadelphia Press.
Serious.
Mrs. Bubble—Oh, James, that young
De Gaul has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble—Well, let 'em go. He
can have her.
Mrs. Bubble—They went in your au-
tomobile and—
Mr. Bubble--Great Scott! why dieln•
you eay so at first? Telephore to the
policr at once!—Cleveland Leader.
He Knew the Ropes.
, "Clad to welcome you into our little
famlly. Mr. Newcome," said Mrs. Stars,-
em. "Our boarders almost invariable
get fat."
"Yes," replied the new boarder, who
was not. hoe ever, new to boardreg, "I've
roticee the same thing in most boarding
hous s. It's eheaper than meat, isn't it,
nee am?"—Phlisdelphia Press.
Plight of Time.
"Myra. dear," called the anxious
moth r from the head of the stairs as the
clock in the hall struck the midnight
hour. "have you any idea how late it is?"
"Yes, mamma." answered the dutiful
daughter. whe was plump, fair and 32;
"but it's better late than never. George
Is busy measuring my finger for the
tine."—Chicaeo News.
Cerfidence Game.
"I've seen a good many balloon as-
censions." said the star boarder, "and
they were all fakes."
"Didn't they go up all right?" asked
one of the ether boarders
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
never seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall."--Chicago Tribune.
That Megnanimity.
First Footpad—No; de guy wuz big-
ger dais I Cous,ht, an' he wouldn't cough
up.
Second Feeptead—An' what did you're
do?
First Foeters!—Oh. I displayed some
of dat Japanese magnanimity an' let him
go.—Chicaee San.
Domeet!c Needs.
Husband—Anything you want down-
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
some more of that self-raising flour?
f Wifi)—TSe Illve plenty left; but I
wish you would stop at an intelligence
office and order me a self-rising serv-
ant girl.—N. Y. Weekly.
Pastarel.
Mary had a Mt:, Iamb
rpon a famed excursion,
But Mary on:y sighed and wept
Becnuse he wasn't Persian.
—N Y. Sun
A GREAT PROTECTION,




THE WOODEN WOMAN. 
1E. H. PURYEAR,
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
• BY L R. FRIED.MADI
The occupants of the other apart-
ments in the tenement called her ens
wobilen woman." "Ilie eepresesiou eel
her face, which never ceacieete war
woodeny, and even wee.. Ore. /441/ 44A4
about she seemed to Le carieol'one
wood.
In the summer when the west act
was pleaaaat she sat Latsa.8 eel
steps, her :lauds toldeu a. aereate, ii
she saw nothing of the il‘ti tnat wee go-
ing on around her, as if she were com-
pletely absorbed by somethIng Met
was going on in her mind—ter mind that
everybody thought was as vacaet ae
stare in her eyes.  
Whenever the weather was unplezsan
or cold she sat in t,r hitches ween eer
hands folded in tier lap, the same vecialst
stare in her big, calm eye.. This kitchen
itself was a dark, win& wless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it screpueously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was foi.ced to keep the
lamp burning there by Lay-as well as by
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained
hand-made, hand carved cupboard—
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in wheel she seemed
to take a particular denght, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places." sebl one of her neigh-
bors to another. "I don't think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had liveci in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "goo('
morning" or "good night" to anybody.
not even to her two roomers, who never
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating She fact that they had a
landlady who neverinterfered with thee
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hande
up to her face as if to ward off a blow win
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he row?"
The wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her hands folded in
her lap, her eyes closed as If by speak-
ing she had committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him is
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening befols see
did and not find the hall lamp lighted
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
lietening to the tick of the remorseless
clock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
which it had fixed her, ace became aa
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civiliza.
tion and dropped in the heart of an Afri-
can jungle.
When the spring came the tent treat
was surprised one day to hear the souse
of a woman's voice talking blithely ate
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same voice burst into rap
turous song the tenement was all as; on.
Ishment. But how can one express the
tenement's amazement when it came I.
recognize that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood het eelt :
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirke ood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the tea. "en
woman's husband had come home u. is
pectedly late the night before, and ;es
wife was supremely. !nee, nee:113
I py—nothing more.
A thoaeand questions were as:
Informant. Had this Kirkste eel Let
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildinge.









Will practice in all courts of Ken._
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.









OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GRZO
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank.
Marshall County; Pattil:.ah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build.
mg, 523 1-3 Broadwey.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office ass-
DR. R. t. DIARNt
BROOKIIILL BUILDI7iG.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS'
520 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours Sto ro a. m., 1 to









Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist )
his umbrella.
How he solves the problem.—Philadel
phia Press.
Not His Fault.
I tried to kiss the rosy (sleek
Beneath that charming bat et.
And yet I railed; 1 enil tout, el
The tine complexiun en .t.
—Life.
Modern Convenience.
Little Girl (in cherch)—Why does so
many people put those little envelope:,
on th' contribution plate?
Little Boy—Then 's to keep the pe
tales from makin' so much noise.—N
Y. Weekly.
Stubb—There goes Miss Flasher.
Says she is just back from Newport





ifer—I'd never ,arry a penniless
Prnch or' British duke.
1-Urn—Cood for .you,
Her—Not if I could get an Amertesn
oil ot coal baron, I mean.—Chicago
6 .
Pressing and Cleaning
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NLY Sash and PADUCAH, KY. 
LANT Owning their own Saw and_ _.Door House in -.4iPlanitntMills and Dry-KilnHaving just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Departmentswe are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECHFlooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried. We are making especially low prices on house bills. tGET OUR. PRICES ONp"TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU BOTH PHONES 26
Mi 4-neral Water f"'- '"














Dawson and Dawson concentrated
'by bottle or case. Dawson water in
tpulk at 30e gallon. :Will gladly order
.any water we do not have in stock.





▪ FOR RENT—A desirable resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monroe—Sts
-All modern conveniences, good
"-stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan. :
WANTED—Bilious people to take
'Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
'WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
•dsnce in West End. All modern
&conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR RENT—Ninth and Jefferson;
'7 rooms; $27.50. Apply 613 Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company. V...111111sw 
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodeed unmarried men between
'N'‘...sges of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paduoah, Ky.
WANTED — Second-hand
safe. State price. and size in




The Paducah Bottling company is
the only authorized bottlien•YA Dr.
'Pepper for Paducah and adjacent ter-
Titory. Artesian Mfg. and Bottling
'company, proprietor, Waco, Texas.
?WM& 4
TO T'He 'ClYENS OF ?ADC-
-CAB. KEN:Mt/CY:
\V have completed arrangements
whereby J. E. Williamson & Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become the agentsof your city for our c,e.lebrateil Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone* desirinyt'hing in Cem-
etery work, would do well to see J.









I have a nice pony for sale cheap.




jure the most delicate
der that will not 
A splendid face pow-
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
R.:W. W LHER & CO.,
INCORPOlRATIM.
complete line PERSONAL NOTES.
!. James and y Robertson have
gone to Ripley, Tenn., to visit their
grandfather. They am sons of Con-
ies ductor Byers Robertson.
Miss ,Frances Luthermeyer of
:Springfield, Ill., has returned home
:after visiting her brother, Mr. A. J.
Luthermeyer.
4.
438 South Second St.
he has been conducting a Baptist re-
vival the past month.
Misses Bettie Crawford and Mary
Lee have gone to visit in. Henderson,_
Miss Ewell Ham goes to Hopkins-
ville and Nashville today to visit.
.Mr. Thomas Roberts and wife have
returned from Nashville.
Attorney W. A. Berry and wife
went to Chicago yesterday.
Mrs. R. E. Fulmer and son go tr,
Dawson today to sojourn.
Mr. Wm. Kelly and wife of Mar-
rSon street have gone to Indianapolis
to visit.
Attorney Arthur Martin went t
Greenville, Ky., yesterday.
Mr. 'Samuel B. Hughes, the banker,
went to Kenasha, Wis., yesterday for
his health.
M. James Ballows has gone to
Wiest Vienna, Ill., to attend the mar-
riage of his sister, Miss Mae Ballowe,
to Dr. WM. Jlackson of that city.
Mr. Gus E. Hank and family go to
Dixon Spr:ngs, Ill., today to sojourn.
Miss Mamie Cobb will return today
from a several months' visit to Savan-
nah, Ga.. and New York.
Mr. Marvin Adoock has returned
from visiting in Henderson. Ky
Mrs. Edward Hannan and children
have gone to visit n Golconda. Ill.
Miss Bessie Goekei Chas returned
from visiting in Golconda, Ill.
Mr. W .Armour Gardner has gone
to Michigan
Lawyer Charles Grassham goes to
Clarksville and Nashville today. .
Mrs. Frank Boyd left yesterday to
visit 'n Golconda.
Mlise•es Elie/ and Bertha Willett
of Fancy Farm are visiting Mrs. Ma'--
tin' Orange.
! Rev. E. K. Bransford, of Memphis,
lis visiting Rev. Peter Fields.
Miss Ruby Dunlap goes to
ville, Tenn., shortly ,to visit.
I Mr. Fred Hisey has gone to Cairo
tc, work, and Horace Fleegle takes
place as car service clerk in the
local I. C. yards.
Mir. Edward Scott went to Wash-
ington and New Y,ork yesterday.
Miss Minnie E. Moore went to
Augusta, Ga., Tuesday afternoon to
reside.
Mr. C. H. Weber, wife and child of
Poplar Bluff, Mo., have returned
from Dawson and are guests of Mrs.
Weber's sister, Mrs. William Wright.
Mr. Vaughan Scott is here from
Jackson, Miss., visiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Scott.
isies P. G. Reed has returned from
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Gertrude
Myster of Pittsburg, Pa.
Miss Flossie Craig leaves tomor-
row to visit in Booneville, Ind.
Miss Clara Mae .Baker of Murray.
is visiting Miss Veil Delis.
Miss Bess Watkins of Dyersburg,
Tenn., arraived 'yesterday to visit
Mrs. %V. R. Hays of West Broad-
way. •
Mr. Summers of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
has gone to Dawson after visiting
Mr. Zach Hays.
Mrs. Harrison Watts yesterday
went to Welnsville, IsIL C., to so-
journ.
lion Hal S. Corbett went to Cin-
cinnati yesterday morning on legal
business .
Miss Marianna Bugg of Henderson
yesterday went home after visiting
Miss Allie Calsell who accompanies
her.
Miss Katherine Donovan and
brother. Richard, are vistiing in Lou-
isville.
Mir. and Mfrs. Thomas Meyers of
Massac, returned home yesterday ac-
companied by their little grandson,
Thomas Meyers Magnor. of Trimble
street.
Mr. James Utterback went to Chi-
cago last night on business.
Mrs. Joe A. Miller. Miss Bernice
Miller and Miss Jeanette Fetter
leave today for Dixon Springs, Ill
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Masmor of
West Trimble street are visiting Mr.P. T. Mayers of Massac this week.
Miss Laura Brandon has gone to
Benton for a two week's visit.
Me. John Kileciyne has gone to
Alabama for a v:Sit.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaither liennehergerwill return to their home in Louis-
ville after visiting the former's pa-
rents. Wt. and Arse. Henry Menne-
berger.
Mir. George C. Crumbaugh is con-
fined with a slight attack of malarial
at his home on North Seventh.
Miss 1.)illian Gregory went to
Danville and Fanlcfot, Ky., yesterday
to visit.
Mir. Ernest Browne of Newport,
Ark.: is visiting his parents. Captain
and Mks. Jamrs M. Browne of West ;
Madison.
Miss Mae Frederick of North Sixth
returned from Texas last night.
M.ss %Tattle Browne and son of
Martin-
Memphis are visiting the family of
Captain James Browne of West Mladi-
son.
Mr. R. A. Perkins and wife of
North Eleventh have gone to Central
City.
Mrs. John Schroeder of Trimblo
street goes to Dawson tomorrow.
Miss Grace McGItherY has gone
to visit in Dresden, Tenn.
;Miss Adah Enders went to Denver
yesterday for a sojourn.
Mr. Roy Dtigitul has gone to St.
Loins to remain several weeks.
Miss Marjorie Bagby goes to Hop-
today to visit.
Miss Laura Overhauser has return-
ed from Mayfielid.
Mrs. A. Abnernathy of West Broad-
way is visiting in Jackson, Tenn.
NTIr. F. M. Wilson has returned
from I3en rt.
Marshal Cooper has gone to Nor-
sanfield and Central City to visit.1/haggish' PIM and Dimly. .Rev, E. H. Cunningham returned
Both Phones 775. yesterday from Graves county where
4-4.1-1-1--ess-++-140-Tr-S-1-1•46+1-1•Wel-se-M• •
+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
•
it • 1- 1
—The report in the ifternoon
papers that Miss Dorothy Rowland
was sck, is a mistake. She is visit-
ing away from the city and not ill
at all.
—.Mr. L. G. Sears, the grocer of
Tyler, is confined at hit hole with
an attack of sickness.
—Nelson Holliday, colored, died of
dropsy yesterday at Graharoville. and
will be buried today. He was 61 years
og age. VIP
—One month from next Monday
The Kentucky opens for the winter
season with "His Bigness. The
Bey." Manager Thomas Roberts has
booked many fine shows for the sea-
son, Mlle the playhouse has been
put in first class condition during
the nitrener period.
—Word conies that a mad dog
scare prevails aroimd Rarlenv where
several fine animals have been bitten.,
—Mr. W. C. Scholfield, formerly
foreman of the I. C. blacksmith shop
here.was in the city but left last n'scht
for 'Birmingham, Ala., on business for
the Pttriburg steel concern he travels
for. He has been maintaining heads
quartet in St. Louis. but returning
north in two weeks, goes to Chicago.
that will hereafter be his home
CAUSED BY FAN.
Little Blaze Started From Electric
Fan at Nellie Wilson's House.
The fire departments were called to
Nellie Wilson's house at Thirteenth
and Clay streets last nght about TO
WI-1(K* by a small blaze that origi-
nated from an electrical fan in one
of the rooms. It was out by the time













M. Carmel, 1.3; falling.
Nashville, 11.1; rising.
Pittsburg, 5.9; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 41; falling.
St. Louis, 143; falling.
Mt Vernon, 48; rising.
Paducah, 7.3; stationary.
The steamer Clyde got out yester-
day for the Tenneseee river. She
coma back again next Monday night.
Tonight late the steamer Kentucky
comes out of the Tennessee river and
lays until 5 o'clock Saturday after-
noon before skipping out on her re-
turn.
The Dick Fowler skips away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
conies back tonight about it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
n.orrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins. She
comes in from that city and departs
immediately on her return.
The Peters Lee is due up today en
route from Memphis to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and gets here Saturday en
route down to Memphis.
The City of Savannah passed up
early yesterday morning en route
for the Tennessee river, and comes
back next Sunday.
The City of Saltillo gets to St.
Louis today and leaves tomorrow or
Saturday on her return this way for
the Tennessee river.
ELKS ELECTED.
Mr. Henry Melvin, of Oakland, Chos-
en Grand Exalted Ruler.
The dispatches show the Elks
have elected the following officers at
their national convention in Denver,
Colorado:
Grand eaxlted ruler, Henry A. Mel-
vin, Oakland, Cal.
Grand esteemed leading knight, R.
L. Quessier, Zanesville, 0.
Grand esteemed loyal knight, Ed-
ward McLaughlin, Boston.
Grand esteemed lecturing knight,
W. W. MacClellan, Pittsbtug.
Grand trustee, Ds. W. H. Haviland,
Butte, Mont.
Grand secretary, Fred C. Robinson,
Dubuqsue, Ia.
Grand treasurer, John K. Tenor,
Charleroi, Pa.
BRICK DEPRESSED.
Heavy Street Roller Caused Sink in
Bri:k Street Yesterday.
The bitulithic people will have to
repair a portion of the brick street
at Fourth and Kentucky avenue, as
the street has caved in many inches,
caused by the heavy roller used by
the contractors to press compactly
the bitulithic. It looks as if some
pipe was crushed, or the earth set-
tled and the roller caused the brick
work to drop a few inches.
W. Benton and his wife, Lulu
Benton, have resigned their places in
the colored pulbl c schools. Ire is
principal of the Lincoln building, and
they haw ....,..rts.(11 licialtfuns dese-
where
But
"When is a Hoodoo a Jonah?"
Ask soil
come and get a move on you and see what we mean in oar
Special Ten Day's Sale
In Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, High Art Hand Painted China, NiagaraFalls Cut Glass, none more beautiful. A i/s price on Rogers Knives,Forks and Spoons. We have too many bargaines to classify but everyarfcle in our store will be sold at a bargain price. You have purchasedof us before and you have been satisfied at our special sales. We willdo equally as well or better now. Come early foe choice.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
313 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEWELER AND OVTICIAIS
21 Years Erperiencs.
Subscribe For The Register
4•=iimsimiommiNNEND
Abram L;Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.




0,718:11 PRONE 4114-a RESIDENCE PROWS ps,
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
's Horse Power Motor.
55$ Horse Poem Motor,
8 Horse Power Motor.
1 ro Horse Power Motor.
1 aoo Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS,
Novelty Works.
111-123 Korth Fourth Street
S. P. POOL, L. IX SIMEON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110.
S
203, 206 S. Tnirdir
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator 5Boti Telephones 254.
Fo
Ala West .Kentucky Coal. Co.
IzserPorstoi
1
